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1. Chapter One – Introduction
Jules Charney’s seminal paper in 1975 hypothesizes that overgrazing of the Sahel creates a
positive feedback of warming that dries out the atmosphere, inhibiting further plant growth. His
classic paper sparked debate about the ability of deserts to promulgate drought. In recent decades
many scientists have continued in the vein of Charney by studying the effects of land surfaces on
the atmosphere and climate. Particular uncertainty exists surrounding the role of
evapotranspiration and rainfall feedbacks. Two-thirds of precipitation over land evaporates back
into the atmosphere (Trenberth et al. 2007). At what temporal and spatial scales does this
moisture recycle? How does the land surface influence the distribution of this evaporated water
vapor as rainfall?
Moisture recycling is the process by which precipitation occurs in a region from water that
was evaporated over the same area. Global scale models agree that moisture recycling plays an
important role in the water balance of certain regions, referred to as hot spots of recycling.
Examples include the Amazon River Basin and the Sahel during the rainy season (Lettau et al.
1979; Eltahir and Bras 1994; Savenije 1995; Gong and Eltahir 1996; Bosilovich and Schubert
2002; Nieto et al. 2006). The two foremost methods of estimating moisture recycling rates are
global scale bulk models and back trajectory analyses.
Bulk models and back trajectory analyses are empirical methods that use widely different
techniques to quantify moisture recycling. Dirmeyer and Brubaker’s (2007) quasi-isentropic
back trajectory analysis found that 4.5% of rainfall is recycled globally from evaporation within
100,000 km2. Estimates from bulk models range broadly with a recent study reporting
continental recycling ratios from 18% to 45% (Dirmeyer and Brubaker 2007; van der Ent et al.
2010). These empirical methods do not address the physical processes affecting recycling rates at
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the land cover scale, but instead help give a better sense of regions where rainfall recycling is
important.
In contrast, tracking schemes using stable isotopes follow water through the biophysical
processes of the hydrologic cycle and elucidate the role of different mechanisms contributing to
rainfall. Isotopic tracking is primarily used in site specific studies and is only beginning to be
applied in global recycling models due to the difficulty and costs associated with widespread
isotopic analysis (Salati et al. 1979; Kurita and Yamada 2008; Levin et al. 2009; Risi et al.
2013). Future research using isotopic signatures derived from satellites will aid in clarifying the
effects of complex land – atmosphere interactions on rainfall at the global scale and complement
empirical estimates of recycling ratios.
Several observational studies have considered the regional effects of land use on the
frequency of convective clouds and rainfall. DeAngelis et al. (2010) tackled the hypothesis that
massive irrigation over the Great Plains in the 20th century increased downwind rainfall. Their
results showed increases in historic July rainfall downwind of major agricultural areas, but
seasonal changes were not statistically significant. Spracklen et al. (2012) offered a more
conclusive study demonstrating that tropical forests are critical evaporative source areas for
inland rainfall in South America and Central Africa. Regional scale studies suggest that greater
water vapor fluxes from irrigation and vegetation lead to greater downwind precipitation.
The effects of the land surface on rainfall at a local scale appear more disparate.
Observations from the Amazon have shown greater cloudiness and rainfall over deforested
regions of approximately 100 km2 (Durieux et al. 2003; Negri et al. 2004). On the other hand,
Webb et al. (2006) observed a positive correlation between tree cover and number of days with
rain in areas of Brazil that underwent partial deforestation. (Westra et al. 2012) more recently
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presented evidence from Niger that dry soils generate clouds despite low humidity levels in the
atmosphere. The compilation of contrasting observations of cloudiness and rainfall over similar
land surface conditions creates an ambiguous picture of how local surface processes influence
mechanisms of rainfall triggering.
The aim of my research is understand and quantify the effect of different land surface
characteristics on the spatial and temporal scale of rainfall recycling. Evidence exists that
mesoscale features occurring from 1 km to 500 km, such soil moisture and vegetation, can
influence precipitation and thus moisture recycling (Koster et al. 2006; Taylor et al. 2011).
Orography is also a land surface attribute contributing to high recycling rates in mountainous
terrain over regional scales (van der Ent et al. 2010; Hession and Moore 2011). Although
synoptic scale factors drive precipitation trends over large spatial and temporal scales, the goal of
this research is to estimate the amplifying or inhibiting role that local and mesoscale land surface
processes play in moisture recycling.
I created a simple model to test the influence of the land surface on the initiation of rainfall.
My model tracks airflow along a Lagrangian trajectory so that I can monitor atmospheric
changes as a result of air passing over different land cover types. This simple framework
simulates the effects of soil moisture, evapotranspiration, geographic location, and elevation on
the development and conditions in the atmospheric boundary layer and calculates the onset of
convective rainfall. A Lagrangian approach allows me to compare how surface conditions
modify the local state of the atmosphere and influence the spatial and temporal scales of rainfall
recycling.
I choose to analyze the lower Columbia Basin in the Pacific Northwest of the United States
to compare my modeled results of the landscape’s influence on rainfall triggering and downwind
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recycling to observations of historic rainfall. Risi et al. (2013) showed that the majority of lowlevel water vapor moving with Westerly winds across Eastern Washington and Eastern Oregon is
from continental evaporation in summer months, likely because oceanic moisture precipitates out
as air passes over the Cascade Mountains. Similarly, van der Ent et al. (2010) estimate that the
lower Columbia Basin is a major source region of continental evaporation contributing to rainfall
recycling. The lower Columbia Basin also has a history of dramatic change in land use which
began in the 1950s when federal irrigation projects allowed the conversion of grassland to
productive crops. I analyzed historic rainfall trends over the 20th century from Eastern
Washington and Eastern Oregon to investigate the effects of regional land cover changes on
rainfall patterns. I compared time series of rainfall observations to modeled scenarios based on
land cover types and meteorological conditions found in the lower Columbia Basin in order to
understand the potential of regional land use on modifying moisture recycling in the Pacific
Northwest.
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2. Chapter Two – Literature Review
What is known about the relationship between soil moisture, vegetation, topography and
moisture recycling? What methods are used to quantify the effect of land-atmosphere
interactions on rainfall? Climate and global circulation patterns are primary drivers of rainfall
i9oi9trends, but here I discuss the role of land surface characteristics and how they influence
local microclimatic conditions. I review approaches used to estimate moisture recycling and the
processes at the ground surface which influence the state of the atmosphere and rainfall
recycling.

2.1 Moisture recycling
Recycling ratios estimate the proportion of evaporation and transpiration that precipitates
within the same area from which it evapotranspired. Moisture recycling is an integral part of the
hydrologic cycle because two-thirds of continental rainfall evaporates, becoming a potential
source of recycling (Trenberth et al. 2007). Several studies have shown that recycling
significantly contributes to the water budget in the Amazon River Basin and the Sahel during the
rainy season (Lettau et al. 1979; Salati et al. 1979; Eltahir and Bras 1994; Savenije 1995; Gong
and Eltahir 1996; Nieto et al. 2006; van der Ent et al. 2010). Budyko (1974) first outlined an
approach to quantify the spatial distribution and significance of moisture recycling using a onedimensional analytical model that has become the basis for more complex methods.
There are various ways to estimate recycling ratios with global coverage: box models
following Budyko’s approach, numerical water tracer methods, and physically based isotopic
analyses. These methods produce a wide range of recycling ratios due to their different
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assumptions, levels of complexity, and because their results depend on the spatial extent over
which recycling is calculated. I reviewed and qualitatively compared these methods to identify
similar approaches and resulting trends across these coarse global models.

2.1.1 Box models
Box models, also referred to as bulk models or analytical methods, estimate recycling ratios
using a conservation of mass approach. Based on Budyko’s (1974) one-dimensional recycling
model, the vertical integration of the zonal flux of water vapor through the sides of an imaginary
box is set equal to the difference between evaporation and precipitation over a box’s basal area to
determine the amount of precipitation that occurred from locally evaporated moisture. Applying
the concept to two-dimensions, Brubaker et al. (1993) estimated peak rainfall recycling of 31%
in June in Eurasia, 34% in July and October in North America, 32% in South America in
December, and 48% in August in Africa. These recycling estimates are useful for relative
comparisons between continents, but vary depending on the spatial geometry and scale of the
region analyzed (Eltahir and Bras 1994; Burde et al. 1996).
Box models have two main assumptions: (1) the entire atmosphere is well mixed so that
advected water and locally evaporated water precipitate proportionally to their respective
presence in the atmosphere, and (2) changes in atmospheric moisture storage are negligible.
These assumptions are appropriate when recycling is analyzed over a large time interval and the
atmosphere is well saturated, but at fine spatial and temporal resolutions can lead to significant
errors (R. J. van der Ent et al. 2013). Burde (2006) developed a more complex model that
circumvents the well-mixed assumption by incorporating “fast recycling”. “Fast recycling”
allows low-level moisture to precipitate at a rate higher than its proportion of total precipitable
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water in the atmosphere, simulating incomplete vertical mixing in the troposphere, but
maintaining the horizontally well-mixed assumption (Burde 2006). The Dynamic Recycling
Model (DRM) was developed to test the effects of assuming negligible change in atmospheric
storage (Dominguez et al. 2006). Dominguez et al. (2006) found that incorporating variable
atmospheric storage increases recycling ratios by 12-33% at monthly time scales, demonstrating
that previous recycling estimates were conservative.
Box models are useful due to their simplicity and computationally efficient means of
estimating recycling ratios. They require accurate observational datasets over large spatial
extents and apply only to long timescales. Box models indicate that maximum continental
recycling rates are approximately 30-50% (Brubaker et al. 1993; Dirmeyer and Brubaker 1999;
Burde 2006). These models are helpful to understanding broad trends, but they do not explicitly
address the effects that land-surface processes may have on recycling rates.

2.1.2 Numerical tracers
Tracking water vapor from its point of evaporation as it moves through the atmosphere to
where it subsequently precipitates is another approach to estimating recycling ratios. At first,
numerically tracking water vapor to determine source regions and recycling ratios was done
through particle tracking in large scale general circulation models (GCMs) (Bosilovich and
Schubert 2002). These Eulerian tracer methods incorporated in GCMs are subject to the
assumptions and limitations of the circulation model in which they are employed, are applicable
only at the resolution of the model, and can be computationally expensive if the GCM used is
complex.
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Lagrangian back-trajectory analyses solve the problem of these inefficient GCM particle
tracking schemes. The concept of isentropic Lagrangian trajectories was developed by Merrill et
al. (Merrill et al. 1986) to model long range passive transport in the atmosphere and has become
increasingly common in the last decade. Back-trajectory analyses use interpolated zonal and
meridonal wind vectors and humidity levels to recreate the movement of an air parcel in subdaily time steps. They account for the source location of evaporation along each air masses’
trajectory to estimate recycling ratios. Lagrangian trajectories have been widely used to
determine source and sink regions of precipitation because of their relatively low computational
requirements and reliable estimates in comparison to other bulk and numerical methods
(Brimelow and Reuter 2005; DeAngelis et al. 2010; Gustafsson et al. 2010; Ordóñez et al. 2012).
The Lagrangian approach relies on the use of statistical probabilities to determine
atmospheric profile of water vapor at each grid cell and follows air parcels along different
trajectories depending on their height in the atmosphere. It employs the assumption that there is
complete evaporative mixing throughout the air column and that water vapor is equally likely to
precipitate from anywhere in the column, similar to many bulk models. A global analysis by
Dirmeyer and Brubaker (1999) using Lagrangian trajectories found spatially similar estimates of
recycling ‘hot spots’ when compared with bulk methods, but their absolute values were much
smaller (van der Ent et al. 2010).
Lagrangian numerical tracking is currently the dominant approach for estimating source
regions of precipitation recycling. Lagrangian methods and box models require meteorological
measurements over large spatial extents and commonly use reanalysis datasets. Reanalysis
datasets model global processes and continually improve their simulations by ingesting
observational forcings to produce interpolated meteorological information with global coverage.
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These datasets may not accurately represent regions with observational data insufficiencies, such
as Africa, or regions with complex terrain (Lorenz and Kunstmann 2012). Discrepancies between
reanalysis datasets is a potential cause for dissimilar recycling ratios between models and large
uncertainties in some regions. Despite drawbacks, back trajectory analyses are popular because
they are computationally efficient and require similar assumptions and input data as box models.

2.1.3 Physical tracers
Physical tracers use isotopic analyses of water vapor and precipitation at various locations to
assess contributions of moisture from different sources. This method relies on the natural
fractionation of water isotopes in which lighter H2O16 preferentially evaporates compared to
heavier isotopes such as H2O18 or HDO, deuterium excess (Gat 1996). Atmospheric water vapor
that has evaporated directly from the ocean has a different isotopic ratio than moisture which has
precipitated and then evaporated from bare soil or been transpired. It has been used to confirm
moisture recycling rates at specific sites, such as the Amazon Basin (Salati et al. 1979). Isotopic
analysis allows for monitoring physical movement of water vapor and identifying processes that
contribute to in-situ moisture through direct observation.
Isotopic analysis has been used at small scales in both humid and dry regions to estimate the
rate of recycling and the type of vapor forming processes contributing to local precipitation
(Kurita and Yamada 2008; Kong et al. 2013). Satellite data have expanded the application of
isotopes to global scales where they have been used to calculate the isotopic signatures of the
lower troposphere. Risi et al. (2013) found evidence that GCMs, the LMDZ specifically, may be
underestimating the role of evapotranspiration and recycling by comparing GCM and isotopic
estimates of the source of water vapor. The applicability of isotopic data to measure recycling
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ratios on a large scale has been theorized, but as of yet it has only been used in an exploratory
fashion.
Isotopic approaches rely on quantification of various convective processes in the atmosphere
which effect rates of fractionation and resulting isotopic signatures. This complexity of
accurately diagnosing the terrestrial source of water vapor has made it difficult to use in global
estimates of recycling ratios. Improvements in describing the fractionation of water in the
atmosphere and the increased availability of satellite measurements of water vapor isotopes will
give us a greater understanding of land surface influences on recycling ratios.

2.1.4 Model comparisons and land surface coupling
The variability in recycling ratio estimates between models is largely due to the spatial scale
of analysis that is used. For example, the recycling ratio of the entire planet is one and the
recycling ratio for a single infinitesimally small point is zero. Thus, the proportion of recycled
moisture in a defined area is correlated to both the size of the region and its orientation with
respect to wind flow and speed (Eltahir and Bras 1994, Dirmeyer and Brubaker 2007). Van der
Ent et al. (2010) addressed the incomparability of recycling ratios analyzed at various temporal
and spatial scales with a quasi-bulk approach. They calculated spatially independent recycling
values by categorizing evaporation as either from an oceanic or continental source. They
estimated that 31% of rainfall in North America comes from continental evapotranspiration and
identified the northwest region as a source of recycled rainfall for the northeast (van der Ent et al.
2010).
Table 1 lists principal moisture recycling methods, their underlying equations and their
estimates for recycling ratios in North America. There exists a large range in the recycling rates,
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with no clear trends except that coastal to inland gradients often occur, with higher recycling
ratios inland. These models do not elucidate commonalities between recycling ratios and land
surface character, though on a global scale the Sahel arises consistently as a region where
recycling is much greater than the Sahara to its north. The cause of high recycling in the Sahel is
still undetermined though discontinuities in vegetation and soil type, global circulation patterns
and latitude have been all have been theorized. Globally, rainfall recycling is shown to contribute
a large proportion of moisture to the Amazon Basin, central Africa, and inland Eurasia
(Dirmeyer and Brubaker 1999; van der Ent et al. 2010; Risi et al. 2013).
Dominguez et al. (2006) suggest that soil moisture and vegetation contribute a large portion
of recycled moisture to precipitation in the continental United States during the summer, as
evidenced by its higher atmospheric influxes and storage relative to advected moisture. Brubaker
et al. (1993) estimate recycling as high as 34% over the Midwest, with peaks in July and October
using a bulk model. Back trajectory analysis reports a similar rate of 33-41% over the
Mississippi Basin in the summer (Diremeyer and Brubaker 1999). Van der Ent et al.’s (2010)
spatially independent method found the recycling in the Pacific Northwest of the United States is
about 10% and recycling increases to 40% moving eastward across the continent. Additionally,
they suggest that local orographic features induce high recycling rates due to the forced upslope
ascent of air masses carrying continental evaporation as demonstrated by large rates over the
Andes and Tibetan Plateau (van der Ent et al. 2010b).
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Table 1 Summary of recycling ratio formulations from various methods and their resulting
estimates for North America. Note that recycling ratios for North America are relatively
consistent despite the range in formulas used. All of these methods rely on inputs from
interpolated reanalysis datasets to compute recycling ratios.
Reference

Brubaker et al.
1993

Method

2D Bulk model

Dirmeyer and
Brubaker 1999

Back trajectory
method

Dirmeyer and
Brubaker 2007

Quasi-isentropic
back trajectory
method (QIBT)

Dominguez and
Kumar 2008

Dynamic
Recycling Model

van der Ent et
al. 2010

Quasi-bulk
method

Equation

𝑟 =1−

1
𝐹+
= [1 + 2 ]
𝛽
𝐸𝐴

∑𝐵 𝐸𝐴 (𝑥, 𝑦)
𝑟=
𝑃𝐴

r = aA0.457

𝑟(𝜒, 𝜉, 𝜏) = 1 −
𝜏 𝜀(𝜒,𝜉,𝜏)

exp[− ∫0

𝜔(𝜒,𝜉,𝜏)

𝜕𝜏′]

𝑃𝑐
𝑟𝑐 (𝑡, 𝑥, 𝑦) =
𝑃

−1

Symbols

Recycling estimates in
North America

𝑟 = recycling ratio
𝛽 = recycling
coefficient
F+ = inflow of advected
atmospheric moisture
E = rate of evaporation
A = area of the region

r = 15 - 34% over the
Midwest, with peaks in July
and October

EA = water mass
contribution of
evaporation
from (x,y) to
precipitation onto area
A
𝑃𝐴 = precipitation in A

r = 33 - 41% over the
Mississippi basin in the
summer, during drought and
floods

A = land area
a and b are regional
fitting parameters
b=0.457 for global
analysis

r = 4 - 12% over 100,000 km2
across the continent, with
higher recycling over the
Pacific Northwest

ε = evaporation
ω = precipitable water
𝜒, 𝜉, 𝜏 = transformed
coordinate system from
original x, y, and time
coordinates

r = 11% over the Great Lakes
region (lows) to
r = 25-28% over the SW and
Florida (highs)

𝑃𝑐 = terrestrial
precipitation from
continental evaporation
𝑃 = total terrestrial
precipitation

r = 31% on average, and
ranges from 10% on the west
coast to 40% over the
northeast

Equations used to calculate the recycling ratios in Table 1 rely on accurate measurements of
evaporation and precipitation. Although commonly used reanalysis data products attempt to
accurately model the hydrologic cycle, their spatial resolution is usually large than 50 km and
they rely on modeled values in regions where observations are sparse. Uncertainties exist in
estimating land-atmosphere interactions and orographic effects with many of these widely used
reanalysis models (Lorenz and Kunstmann 2012). A simple model to explore the relative
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magnitude of different land surface characteristics on rainfall recycling will help enhance our
understanding of regions with strong land – atmosphere coupling and envision the potential
implications of land cover change.

2.2 Land surface – atmosphere interactions
2.2.1 Energy and water balance
Rainfall, and other atmospheric processes, interact with the land surface through exchanges
of mass, i.e. water vapor, and energy. Following the law of conservation of energy, I can express
𝜕𝑄

the change in energy for a layer of air at the earth’s surface ( 𝜕𝑡 ) as the sum of the net longwave
radiation (𝐿𝑛 ), the net shortwave radiation (𝑆𝑛 ), the ground heat flux (𝐺), the energy used in
evapotranspiration as the latent heat flux (𝐿𝐸), and the sensible heat flux (𝐻) where fluxes into
the earth surface are positive (Oke 2002).

𝜕𝑄

( 𝜕𝑡 ) = 𝐿𝑛 + 𝑆𝑛 + 𝐿𝐸 + 𝐻 + 𝐺

(1)

The total radiative budget (𝑅𝑛 ) at the surface is the sum of the net shortwave and net longwave
radiation. The net shortwave (or solar) radiation is estimated as the total incoming solar radiation
(𝑆𝑖 ) less the radiation reflected from the surface due to the surface albedo (α), also known as the
reflectivity coefficient.

𝑆𝑛 = 𝑆𝑖 (1 − α)

(2)
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The net longwave radiation is the difference between the total down-welling longwave radiation
and up-welling longwave radiation. Longwave radiation can be found using the StefanBoltzmann relationship using the emissivity of radiating body, such as the atmosphere (εa ) and
the soil (εs ), and the temperature of the air and soil (𝑇𝑎 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑇𝑠 ) where σ is the StefanBoltzmann constant.

𝐿𝑛 = εa σ𝑇𝑎4 − εs σ𝑇𝑠4

(3)

The law of conservation of mass allows us to write a similar equation governing the water
balance at the land surface, where incoming precipitation (P) is partitioned between
evapotranspiration (ET), surface runoff (Rs), underground drainage (Rg), and changes in soil
moisture storage (∆𝑆).

𝑃 = 𝐸𝑇 + 𝑅𝑠 + 𝑅𝑔 + ∆𝑆

(4)

Evapotranspiration is the combined total of transpiration, the vaporization of water at the stomata
of living plants, and evaporation that occurs at the soil surface and from free-water on vegetative
surfaces, where it is intercepted during precipitation events or condensed (i.e. dew).
Evapotranspiration is thus the linking factor between the water budget and the energy budget, by
transferring a major portion of net solar radiation into latent heat (LE) through the vaporization
of water, which then redistributes the water and energy via convective processes through the
atmosphere (Brutsaert 1982). Land surface characteristics primarily modulate the energy and
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water balance by controlling the rate of evapotranspiration, as well as by their intrinsic surface
reflectivity and vegetative effects on soil water infiltration and storage.
Afforestation, the conversion of previously bare soil, grassland, or agricultural fields into
forest cover, is a prime example of changes in land cover affecting land surface – atmosphere
interactions. Forest cover generally has elevated rates of evapotranspiration compared to other
vegetation types and bare soils (Zhang et al. 2001). Forests have higher leaf area indices,
increased roughness, and deeper root penetration which results in increased moisture interception
and transpiration, major contributors to total evapotranspiration (Bosch and Hewlett 1982; Zhang
et al. 2004). Increased forest cover leads to greater evapotranspiration, raises local humidity
levels, and causes greater evaporative cooling. However, at higher latitudes the temperature
decrease from evaporative cooling may be balanced by warming from increased absorption of
solar radiation by forest canopies due to their lower albedo (Arora and Montenegro 2011). The
complex biophysical interactions of land surface characteristics on atmospheric conditions are a
growing area of interest and research.

2.2.2. Vegetation and the atmosphere
Microclimatic changes due to vegetation primarily consist of alterations to water, light, and
wind, which affect temperature and humidity at the soil surface. Interception by the tree canopy
decreases throughfall precipitation reaching the soil surface, an effect that is more dramatic in
light rainfall events (Belsky et al. 1989). If soils are fully saturated, interception can lead to
increased evaporation in lieu of what would otherwise be runoff or enter deep percolation. As
the leaf area of a canopy increases throughout a growing season or the life of a tree, canopy
closure can also reduce light levels in the sub-canopy area (Schafer and Dirk 2011). For
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example, acacia and baobab tree canopies in Kenya reduce solar irradiance 1 meter above the
ground surface by 45-65% when compared to adjacent grassland (Belsky et al. 1989). Trees and
other vegetation also alter the movement of air through a forest. Any surface exerts a force on the
atmosphere proportional to the rate of momentum transfer between the air and that surface,
causing turbulent eddies in the wake of irregularities such as trees on the ground surface
(Monteith and Unsworth 2007). The combined effects of forests on wind speeds, moisture levels,
and the solar radiation budget can reduce temperatures at a single tree scale and increase forest
understory humidity (Belsky et al. 1989; Rhoades 1996; Schafer and Dirk 2011).
Vegetated areas generally have higher ET relative to bare soils and differences in ET modify
local temperatures and humidity. Evaporation from the ground surface and transpiration at the
leaf level input water vapor into surrounding air increasing the specific humidity or mixing ratio.
The effects of afforestation on ET rates, particularly at seasonal time scales, vary due to climatic
factors influencing soil moisture and the phenology of different plants. ET increases of 40% and
400 mm/yr have been documented between forested and non-forested sites (Zhang et al. 2001).
Increases in evapotranspiration following afforestation are attributed to increases in foliage
density and greater access to soil water with stand growth and rooting depth (Farley et al. 2005).
In contrast, a decline in ET may occur as trees continue aging past maturity, corresponding to
decreasing leaf area and decreased transpiration per leaf area in taller trees (Delzon and Loustau
2005). The dramatic increase in local water vapor fluxes after afforestation begs the question of
whether land cover changes can influence atmospheric conditions on an order of magnitude
significant enough to effect atmospheric rainfall conditions.
The effects of climate, and particularly rainfall, on land surface characteristics is well
established (Davenport and Nicholson 1993). However, in recent decades both theoretical and
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observational research on the feedback of vegetation’s effects to the climate demonstrate that
vegetation has both rainfall promoting and inhibiting effects. Continent-scale analyses by
Spracklen et al. (2012) empirically examined air trajectories over the tropics and found that
streamlines which pass primarily over vegetation in their previous 10 days produced twice as
much precipitation as air that didn’t move over vegetation, indicating that contributions of water
vapor from upwind continental ET are crucial to rainfall.
Makarieva et al. (2013) proposed a biophysical explanation of the process of forest cover
inducing rainfall, claiming that low pressure zones are created in forest canopies due to
evaporative cooling and higher humidity levels. Resulting high-to-low pressure gradients from
oceans to inland vegetated landscapes cause additional water vapor inflows and contribute to
greater forest rainfall immediately inland of oceanic moisture sources. Disentangling the effect
of this ‘atmospheric pump’ theory from sea breezes has thus far not been feasible. Other
evidence from boundary layer modeling shows that there is a minimal difference in the effects on
the atmosphere from forests versus grasslands in wet climates (van der Molen et al. 2006). Van
der Molen et al. (2006) found that surface fluxes and resulting local atmospheric conditions are
less sensitive to deforestation at inland locations than at maritime sites. They explain the
different atmospheric response at maritime and inland sites as the product of larger sensible
heating differences between adjacent oceanic and forested surfaces than at forested to deforested
edges inland (van der Molen et al. 2006).
Attempts to quantify the effect of land – atmosphere interactions have focused heavily on the
Amazon Basin, where large scale deforestation over the past half century facilitates
observational analyses. (Lettau et al. 1979) used a box model to estimate recycling and found
that 88% of upwind precipitation in the Amazon is re-evaporated and contributes to downwind
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rainfall, exemplifying the importance of recycling to the region. (Webb et al. 2005) used a linear
regression model to predict rainfall records in Brazil from 1962-1992, during which 12% of the
land was deforested. They did not see any overall trends between deforestation and total rainfall,
but did find a significant positive relationship between forested land and rainfall frequency. They
theorized that rainfall quantity is controlled by the distance to ocean, whereas frequency is
influenced by different convective boundary layer depths over forests and pastures.
Other observational studies from South American and Africa provide evidence for both
rainfall enhancing and rainfall suppressing effects of vegetation cover. An explicit investigation
of rainfall and cloud cover over different land surface types in the Amazon shows an opposing
trend of greater cloudiness and precipitation over deforested patches relative to forested ones
during the onset of the wet season (Durieux et al. 2003; Negri et al. 2004). Changes in the
diurnal cycle of cloud cover over deforested land, although not statistically significant, were
surmised to be from the dynamic response of surface heat fluxes to moisture, vegetation, and
available energy (Negri et al. 2004). The effects of enhanced sensible heat flux over savannah
forest compared to agricultural fields were also demonstrated as a driver of higher convective
rainfall rates in semi-arid sites of West Africa (Mande et al. 2013).
Atmospheric effects of widespread land cover change due to irrigated agriculture throughout
North America and the Great Plains have been investigated through observational data, back
trajectory techniques, and manipulations of global climate models. Early small scale case studies
looked at irrigation effects on rainfall, temperature and vapor pressure in the Texas panhandle,
noting that stationary fronts and low-level convergence were important meso-scale processes
leading to observed increases in rainfall from irrigation (Barnston and Schickedanz 1984). More
recent work using empirical orthogonal functions and statistical hypothesis testing of temporal
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trends did not establish significant widespread effects of irrigation on rainfall in the Great Plains
region, though slightly positive relationships were noted in the Texas panhandle and during July
over Indiana as a response to upwind irrigation (Moore and Rojstaczer 2001; DeAngelis et al.
2010). Irrigation’s effects on rainfall have not been widely reported in the literature, although the
response of surface temperature to this land cover change has been well documented.
(Kueppers et al. 2007) used a regional climate model to compare the temperature changes
due to historic natural vegetation versus irrigated agriculture in California. They verified that
irrigation has a cooling effect on the local atmosphere in dry season months, lowering both
minimum and maximum temperatures during that period. These findings were corroborated by
significant declines in historic time series of temperature maxima around irrigated counties in
California, although urban heat islands appeared to dampen the effect on temperature minima
(Lobell and Bonfils 2008). Similar effects of land cover change on temperature and boundary
layer conditions have also been proposed as the mechanism for lower temperatures in the Rocky
Mountains (Chase et al. 1999). Temperature changes are the first direct sign of land –
atmosphere interactions; cloud over and rainfall feedbacks are less well observed but appear to
be most sensitive to vegetation in drier or transitional seasons, and may be both more or less
likely as a result of competing factors.

2.2.3 Soil moisture and the atmosphere
Heterogeneity of soil moisture is linked to various land-surface attributes: vegetation type,
soil characteristics, and topography. Many factors affect soil water infiltration and storage,
including rainfall frequency and intensity, as well as physical soil structure and vegetative cover.
Vegetation and associated leaf litter decrease the velocity of surface water following intense
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precipitation, increasing the residence time of water on the soil surface and increasing infiltration
(Belsky et al. 1989; Mordelet et al. 1993; Neris et al. 2013). Afforested and vegetated sites also
have higher water retention because subsurface soil structure allows increased infiltration. The
lower bulk density of forest soils due to insects and invertebrate populations concomitantly
arising with forest cover have been observed to outweigh physical compaction effects of trees
and improve soil structure, increasing macroporosity and soil infiltration (Belsky et al. 1989;
Mordelet et al. 1993). Although topography and lateral soil moisture movement influence soil
moisture distribution and patterns, lateral distribution is not generally taken to be a major factor
affecting soil moisture profiles during dry periods or in arid climates (Grayson et al. 1997).
In dry climates, rooting depth can affect a plants’ access to additional soil moisture, and can
play a major role in ET variability across species type (Zhang et al. 2001). Hydraulic
redistribution, the process by which plant roots uptake water from wetter soil layers and efflux
that water into drier soil layers, allows some species to maintain higher soil moisture levels
through the entire root zone and increase daily transpiration (Kizito et al. 2012). Studies
comparing forested land cover to pasture found that during dry periods forests used soil moisture
from greater than 3.6 m deep, allowing forests to sustain higher levels of transpiration when
pasture land had already reduced transpiration due to water stress (Hodnett et al. 1995). The
storage and persistence of water between precipitation events exhibits a strong control on ET
variability in semi-arid regions, where there is increased sensitivity to small-scale perturbations
and climatic variability compared to wetter regions (Farmer et al. 2003; Feng et al. 2012). For
example, grassland ET was most sensitive to soil moisture during the transition to senescence
period rather than the onset of greenness period, corresponding to the period where soil water
became limiting (Ryu et al. 2008). Similarly, in dry regions with intermittent precipitation, ET is
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sensitive to soil moisture storage during dry downs between precipitation events (Teuling et al.
2006).
Soil moisture has been shown through models and observations to provide a good correlation
with ET for water limited regimes, emphasizing its primacy among other biophysical processes
in modulating plant transpiration (Koster et al. 2004; Teuling et al. 2006; Seneviratne et al.
2010). Land – atmosphere coupling projects have examined trends for global soil moisture
values, precipitation and ET rates to quantify the correlation between soil moisture and the onset
of precipitation. Soil moisture – evapotranspiration coupling is the strongest in dry months over
transitional zones between wet and dry climate regions, agreeing with site specific studies of the
soil moisture – ET relationships (Wei and Dirmeyer 2012). To extend analyses to soil moisture –
precipitation coupling, distinct methods use the covariance of rainfall and soil moisture
anomalies, comparing modified global circulation model outputs to observations. The correlation
between precipitation and ET along moisture transport back-trajectories also estimate trends in
soil moisture – precipitation coupling. These global-scale methods qualitatively agree that soil
moisture and precipitation coupling occurs over the central Great Plains of North America, the
Sahel and equatorial Africa, India, and northwestern South America (Koster et al. 2006; Zeng et
al. 2010; Wei and Dirmeyer 2012).
High soil moisture – rainfall coupling in transitional climate zones suggest that ET brings
insufficient additional moisture to promote rainfall in dry regions and does not vary significantly
enough to promote additional rainfall in wet regions that are energy limited. The relationship
between soil moisture and rainfall has also been explored in many small-scale models to estimate
the strength of feedback processes. Both a dry soil and wet soil ‘advantage’ have been shown to
produce rainfall triggering (Findell and Eltahir 2003). Using simple models to investigate the
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temporal feedback of soil moisture, Konings et al. (2010) found that different soil moisture states
caused rainfall triggering in less than 10% of cases. In contrast, Findell and Eltahir (2003) show
that soil moisture controlled rainfall likelihood in 28% of days in Illinois. Coupled land –
atmosphere models have demonstrated that drier soils can actually promote increased cloud
development depending on initial atmospheric conditions (Ek and Holtslag 2004; Westra et al.
2012).

2.2.4 Atmospheric boundary layer
A boundary layer describes any fluid directly coating a surface. It is subject to frictional
forces from the surface and the transport of variables between the surface and fluid layer. The
atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is generally defined in meteorology as the lowest level of the
troposphere that is influenced by the earth’s surface. Surface influences on the ABL include, for
example, heat transfer, evaporation, and frictional drag. ABL heights that can range temporally
and spatially from several meters to 3 to 4 km above the ground (Stull 1988). Stable, neutral, and
unstable states of the ABL refer to the tendency of vertical movement of the air within it. The
stability of the atmosphere is mostly due to the dominating effect of solar radiation. The ABL
has dramatic diurnal characteristics which typically result in unstable daytime conditions and
statically stable nocturnal conditions (Stull 1988). Figure 1 depicts the typical atmospheric
profile for a daytime and nighttime ABL. Above the ABL is the free atmosphere (FA), where
surface forcings may have an indirect effect on atmospheric conditions but changes are relatively
slow in comparison to within the ABL.
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Figure 1: Diagram of typical profiles of virtual potential temperature (left), wind (middle) and
mixing ratio (right) in the unstable daytime ABL (top) and the stable nocturnal ABL (bottom).
Abridged from (Kaimal and Finnigan 1994)

During the daytime, the ABL consists of a mixed layer and an entrainment layer (also called
a capping inversion) before reaching the free atmosphere. Complications can arise from slightly
varying definitions of the mixed layer. In a comprehensive review of the topic, Seibert et al.
(2000) explain it as “the layer adjacent to the ground over which pollutants or constituents
emitted within this layer or entrained into it become vertically dispersed by convection or
mechanical turbulence within a time scale of about an hour.” The entrainment layer above the
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mixed layer is a region of decreasing turbulence that is not well mixed. For the purposes of this
research, the mixed layer is synonymous with the ABL because I employ a model which neglects
the depth of the entrainment layer; at the top of the ABL the atmospheric profile jumps
immediately from ABL conditions to the characteristics of the FA.
The height of the mixing layer can be determined from various methods including
observational tools, parameterizations, and multi-layer models. Radiosondes, aircraft
measurements, and remote sensing techniques such as SODAR (SOnic Detection and Ranging),
LIDAR (LIght Detection and Ranging), and Dopplar use observations to estimate the height of
the ABL. Observations usually identify the ABL top as the point at which the heat flux gradient
reverses direction or rapid changes in atmospheric properties occur due to decreased mixing
(Seibert et al. 2000).
Simple parametrizations coarsely estimate the ABL growth using the turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE) budget and range from assuming that the surface heat flux is the only force producing
turbulence to more complex equations that account for TKE dissipation and energy losses from
moisture or advection (Seibert et al. 2000). The GLACE project compared several onedimensional multi-layer models which were based on either calculating vertical transport via
TKE or through vertical eddy diffusion rates at each sublayer (Svensson et al. 2011). These
different methods all produce coarse results over the diurnal cycle, but first-order energy closure
equations seemed to prove the most reliable method during the daytime periods (Svensson et al.
2011). Gradient Richardson numbers, a dimensionless value of the ratio of buoyant production or
suppression of turbulence to shear-generated turbulence, is used to estimate the stability of the
atmosphere and likelihood of turbulence in many two-dimensional and three-dimensional models
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and numerical weather prediction models where observational and generated input data is
available (Seibert et al. 2000).

2.2.4 Convective and orographic rainfall
Precipitation comes in various forms as the result of local, regional or global scale drivers.
Convective precipitation, which is most clearly linked to local surface fluxes, is characterized as
rainfall that results from the buoyant convection of air which rises to the height of condensation
(Brutsaert 2005). Convergence, on the other hand, causes precipitation as air masses merge due
to pressure gradients over a large scale, creating phenomena such as tropical and extra-tropical
cyclones (Brutsaert 2005). These rain events are controlled by atmospheric differences in
temperature, humidity and pressure over large temporal and spatial scales. Orographic rainfall is
mechanically induced by topography. Rainfall is the result of forced lifting of air in order to pass
over complex terrain, and causing cooling and condensation (Roe 2005). Convective
precipitation is triggered by buoyant mixing of the air at the ground surface, and thus most likely
to be affected by surface characteristics such as vegetation, while orographic precipitation is
controlled by the land surface elevation.
Orographic effects are caused by a changing lower boundary on the three-dimensional
movement of air over land surfaces. The high correlation between precipitation and elevation is
attributed to orography, with additional influences such as high altitude wind speeds (Daly et al.
1994; Luce et al. 2013). As parcels of air move over the land surface, the air flow may be
redirected or blocked due to a feature such as a mountain. Air that is forced to ascend will rise to
a higher altitude, where the surrounding air masses are of lower temperature and pressure,
causing the air to expand adiabatically and lowering the air parcel’s saturation point (Roe 2005).
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When the originating air parcels have sufficient total water vapor to reach saturation as they
ascend a hill or mountain, condensation and subsequent precipitation can occur, because vapor
pressures usually remain below saturation levels in the atmosphere (Jr 1994).
Orographic effects on rainfall are the strongest at large scales, with mountains over 1.5 km
high and about 40 km wide (Roe 2005). Rainfall generation over these large mountains can be
well described by a simple mechanism of ‘forced upslope ascent’ (Smith and Barstad 2004).
More complex mechanisms involve blocking of air that is subsequently diverted or stagnates,
precipitation induced cooling creating down valley air flow, convergence zones due to narrow
orographic obstacles, solar heating on sun-facing slopes causing afternoon thunderstorms, and
seeder-feeder mechanisms (Roe 2005). Seed-feeder mechanisms are the process by which large
scale “seeder” clouds, precipitating at altitudes effectively undisturbed by terrain changes, have
enhanced condensation due to lower “feeder” clouds, which can benefit from small scale hills on
the order of 100 m tall (Rutledge and Hobbs 1983; Roe 2005).
A simple linear approach to modeling orographic lift assumes a constant, smooth slope where
the horizontal velocity of the air is equal to the orographically forced lifting speed, allowing
calculation of the condensation rate as the rate of change of the saturated moisture content (Roe
2005). Models of forced upslope ascent vary by their calculation of aspect and the role of wind
speed, and have been modified to account for the horizontal time length scales of droplet fallout
due to the effect of interacting buoyancy and gravity waves, with good estimation capabilities at
large spatial scales (Daly et al. 1994; Smith and Barstad 2004).
Merely the convergence or uplift of air does not imply precipitation. Cloud microphysics
describe the processes of cloud particle interactions in a volume of air, and can result in a
relatively large spatial variation in precipitation conditions. For example, Roe (2005), calculates
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that precipitation originating in a 3 km high cloud can ultimately precipitate on the earth’s
surface between a horizontal range of 1.5 km to 90 km, considering only the range of terminal
fall speeds of a water particle and average horizontal wind velocities. Water droplets are formed
by condensation, sublimation, aggregation, and rimming in the atmosphere and are most
commonly produced through heterogeneous nucleation. Cloud condensation nuclei and ice
nuclei are the aerosol particles upon which initial nucleation or droplet formation occurs (Jr
1994). The speed of condensation, and resulting precipitation, is dependent on the amount of

cloud condensation and ice nuclei in an air parcel (Jr 1994; Roe 2005). Slowly condensing
scenarios, as is usually the case with warm clouds, will allow for larger distances between
evaporation and precipitation because greater cloud movement occurs during the condensation
process. These liquid and solid hydrometeors that are formed are of varying sizes have different
terminal velocities; heavy rain droplets fall at approximately 10 m/s while snowflakes fall at
approximately 1 m/s, affecting the spatial extent of precipitation at the land surface (Böhm 1989;
Roe 2005).
The occurrence and total quantity of rainfall produced depends on cloud microphysics and
atmospheric conditions, and is difficult to predict due to the multitude of interrelated factors
affecting their precipitation efficiency. Precipitation efficiencies have been observed between 2050%, with variability from different cloud layers (Hobbs et al. 1980; Tao et al. 2004). Research
of continental and oceanic precipitation does not demonstrate a clear relationship between total
rainfall quantity and precipitation efficiency, although large moist condensation budgets are
positively related to precipitation efficiency (Tao et al. 2004).
There is a wide array of processes that create and sustain precipitation. Careful measurement
of all of the processes is crucial to accurately estimating the quantity and distribution of rainfall.
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However, I will focus herein solely on convective and orographic processes which create rainfall
conducive conditions, and assume that where sufficient moisture in the atmosphere exists at the
saturation level, rainfall can occur. I will not attempt to discern the lag time of droplet formation
or precipitation efficiency of rainfall events, but simply assume that rainfall is an instantaneous
process with a fixed precipitation efficiency of 30%.
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3. Chapter Three – Model Setup
3.1 Rationale and conceptualization
There are several approaches available to estimate recycling ratios. Two popular methods are
box modeling and back-trajectory analyses. Their main strengths are their computational
efficiency and global coverage using existing datasets. The main drawbacks of the two
approaches is that neither are applicable at small scales (<100 km) and they do not dynamically
represent physical processes that occur in the atmosphere and at the land surface. Another
approach uses the isotopic analysis of water vapor to identify its source regions. Isotopic analysis
is a powerful technique for tracking water vapor, but it requires intensive data collection and
processing that is not feasible for broad application. I chose to create a simple process-based
model because it allowed me to isolate the effects of land – atmosphere interactions from
synoptic scale drivers and directly measure the influence on recycling ratios of land surface
characteristics relative to one another.
My model estimates recycling ratios by tracking a column of air as it is propelled by
principal wind currents over different landscapes until it reaches convective rainfall conditions.
Wind direction at different heights in the atmosphere deviates from the geostrophic wind
direction as a result of the planet’s rotation, this phenomena is a result of the Coriolis effect and
is known as an Ekman spiral. The rudimentary formation of these spiraling wind vectors has
been observed, but for the purposes of simplicity they are assumed negligible to principal wind
flow in my model (Clarke 1970). In my model a one-dimensional column of the atmospheric
boundary layer (ABL) is transported forward in time and horizontally in space entirely by
horizontal advection. Moisture enters at the ground surface via evapotranspiration (ET) and
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leaves the system only by precipitation (P), or at the top of the boundary layer, where the free
atmosphere is entrained. I prescribe different land cover scenarios and the evaporative demand of
each vegetation type results in plant-modulated sensible heating that catalyzes the daily growth
of the ABL.
A conceptual diagram of my model in Figure 2 shows the growth of the ABL over different
land surface types and the evolution of the mixing ratio (W) and virtual potential temperature
(Ɵv) in the boundary layer along a horizontal streamline. When the day starts, a column of air in
the shallow morning boundary layer begins to warm due to solar radiation (far left side of each
plot). ET contributes moisture to the atmosphere, increasing W. The ABL height grows
throughout the day (moving to the right in the plots) due to the buoyant convection of warm air
′ 𝑇 ′) at the surface and modulated by the entrainment flux
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
energized by sensible heating (𝑤
𝑠
′𝑇
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
(𝑤
𝑎𝑏𝑙 ′)) at the ABL top. The boundary layer depth is also affected by topography (not shown),

allowing me to simulate both the land cover feedback, through land-cover specific ET rates and
albedo, and the ground elevation’s role in modifying the height of the boundary layer. In my
model, precipitation occurs when the height in the atmosphere at which a surface air parcel
would condense (the LCL) is equal to the height of the ABL.
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Figure 2: Conceptual diagram of mixing ratio (W) and virtual potential temperature (Ɵv) along a
horizontal streamline over the course of one day. Note the mixing ratio and virtual potential
temperature in the ABL are constant, or fully mixed, with height and the free atmosphere (FA)
mixing ratio (virtual potential temperature) decreases (increases) with height.

3.2 Model framework
3.2.1 Atmospheric processes
I used a simple model to approximate the growth rate and height of a well-mixed ABL over
the course of the day. In this idealized ABL mass and energy are dispersed vertically via
convective turbulence and become fully mixed within fifteen minute time periods. The ABL is
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represented by a single slab because the virtual potential temperature and mixing ratio are
constant with height. Inputs of sensible heat (H) and water vapor at the ground surface change
the entire ABL humidity and temperature in each time step. My model is a zero-order jump
model because it neglects the entrainment or capping layer thickness at the top of the ABL. The
temperature and mixing ratio profiles go from constant values immediately to static free
atmosphere (FA) conditions above the mixed layer as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Conceptual diagram of the idealized profiles of mixing ratio (left) and temperature
(right) with height. Note that W and Ɵv are constant with height to the top of the top of the ABL;
the entrainment layer is neglected and the atmospheric profile jumps immediately to free
atmospheric conditions dictated by FA lapse rates.

I employ Tennekes’ (1973) formulation to estimate the growth rate of the ABL where surface
heating is the only energy production force driving its growth. I also parameterize the downward
heat flux at the top of the ABL as a function of surface heating. My model does not include the
role of surface friction in generating mechanical turbulence and boundary layer growth despite
its common use in basic models (Seibert et al. 2000). Instead I focused on estimating proper
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model constants for the parameterization of the entrainment flux to constrain ABL heights within
realistic values for my specific region of study. These simplifications have been used in
estimations of ABL height to successfully identify convective rainfall conditions (Juang et al.
2007; Mande et al. 2013).
Following Tennekes’ ((Tennekes 1973) zero-order ABL model, the growth of the ABL
throughout the day is taken as a function of the difference between the turbulent heat flux at the
′ 𝑇 ′ ) and the turbulent heat flux at the top of the boundary layer (𝑤
′ 𝑇 ′ ), the
̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
ground surface (𝑤
𝑠
𝑧𝑖

downward entrainment flux:
𝑑𝑧𝑎𝑏𝑙
𝑑𝑡

=

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
′𝑇′
𝑤 ′ 𝑇𝑠′ −𝑤
𝑧𝑖
𝛾𝑧𝑎𝑏𝑙

(5)

where 𝛾 is the temperature lapse rate in the free atmosphere directly above the ABL, and 𝑇𝑠 and
𝑇𝑍𝑙 are the temperature directly above the ground surface and boundary layer top, respectively.
The turbulent flux at the top of the boundary layer is parameterized as a fraction of the
surface flux:

′𝑇′
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑤 ′ 𝑇𝑧𝑖′ = −𝛽𝑤
𝑠

(6)

using 𝛽 = 0.3, a parameter which varies from 0 to 1. Common values in the literature include 0.2
and 0.4 (Seibert et al. 2000). From equations 3 and 4 I can calculate the evolution of the mixed
layer starting at the beginning of each day assuming that the boundary layer height at daybreak,
zo, is 50 m:
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𝑧𝑎𝑏𝑙,𝑖 = 𝑧𝑜 +

𝑑𝑧𝑎𝑏𝑙
𝑑𝑡

𝑡

∆𝑡 = 𝑧𝑜 + ∫𝑡 𝑖 (
𝑖−1

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
′𝑇′
𝑤 ′ 𝑇𝑠′ −𝑤
𝑧𝑖
𝛾𝑧𝑎𝑏𝑙,𝑖−1

) 𝑑𝑡

(7)

The Ɵv and W are calculated in the ABL at 15 minute time steps along its Lagrangian trajectory
(see Appendix for symbols).
Simple ABL models require accurately accounting for free atmosphere lapse rates (Konings
et al. 2010; Gentine et al. 2013). I compared model results using the dry adiabatic lapse rate and
approximations of regional atmospheric temperature and mixing ratio profiles from the
Integrated Global Radiosonde Archive (IGRA 2014). Twice a day radiosonde data is collected in
Spokane, WA, (47.68 North, 117.63 West). Spokane resides on a plateau with an elevation of
728 m and is approximately 240 km northeast of Hermiston, OR, (45.821 North, 119.521 West)
where my air column’s trajectory is initialized. This radiosonde data provided the geographically
closest atmospheric profile to compare with my simple ABL model.
Radiosondes from Spokane gave me snapshot measurements of the atmosphere at 5 AM and
5 PM local time during the summer of 2014. I analyzed them during spring and summer months
when land – atmosphere interactions are hypothesized to be the strongest. Figure 4 shows an
example of the temperature profile at 5 PM for 31 days in May 2014; a mixed layer is
qualitatively apparent by the sudden change in the temperature profile at approximately 2500 m
above sea level (A.S.L.) and 1800 m above the ground surface.
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Figure 4: Radiosonde temperature profiles from Spokane, WA at 5 pm from May 1 - 31, 2014.
Note the approximately constant temperature with height in the mixed layer at the end of the day.
The broken green line is the linear regression of temperature with height above the mixed layer.
The star marks the line of a day where the fully mixed ABL assumption is not valid due to a
near-surface temperature inversion, likely coincident with heavy cloud cover.

I first tested my model with a β parameter of 0.3 and a standard adiabatic temperature lapse
rate of 9.8 K/km. Modeled ABL heights over bare soils in May produced an average ABL height
of 1778 m, ranging from 890 m and 2091 m above the ground surface depending on initial
temperature and dewpoint, as well as daily solar radiation in Hermiston. Qualitative comparison
between modeled and observed ABL heights show that my simple model is reasonably
estimating the growth of the ABL for this region because observed ABL depths are between
1500 m and 2200 m.
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According to Spokane radiosonde profiles the daily variation in temperature for the FA at 5
AM ranges by about 15 degrees Kelvin in May. These large fluctuations in FA temperatures and
the reasonable model outputs impelled me to use the standard adiabatic temperature lapse rate for
the FA during model runs in lieu of average values from Spokane. Figure 4 also demonstrates
that there are clearly days where a fully mixed ABL does not form. Instead the temperature
profiles first decrease and then increase with height which indicates that a near-surface inversion
likely occurred; an example is indicated in Figure 4 with a star.

3.2.2 Lifting condensation level and precipitation
Convective precipitation conditions occur when thermals from the ground surface reach their
point of condensation and creating cumulus clouds (Stull 1988). I represent the point of
condensation as the time when the ABL and the LCL cross (Juang et al. 2007). The LCL can be
estimated following Stull (1988) by calculating the temperature that a parcel of air at the ground
surface must be in order to reach condensation and then solving for the height at which this
temperature condition occurs in an adiabatic system. (See Appendix for equations). The LCL
height is a function of the surface air temperature and the surface mixing ratio. Subsequently, the
pressure of the LCL is found via the potential temperature relationship based on the first law of
thermodynamics.
The intersection of the ABL and LCL has been shown to be a necessary precondition to
convective precipitation (Kain 2004; Mande et al. 2014). The subsequent occurrence of rainfall
and precipitation efficiency depend on additional factors including vertical wind shear, cloud
depth and the creation and growth of condensation nuclei. Precipitation efficiency is the ratio of
total rainfall measured to the total water vapor flux into the storm. Studies suggest it can range
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from 20-35% (Tao et al. 2004). The objective of my model is not to analyze the droplet forming
processes of precipitation, and thus I selected an average value of 30% precipitation efficiency to
use throughout my simulations. The total rainfall produced was calculated at 30% of the water
vapor accumulation above the LCL after a triggering point was reached.

3.2.3 Land cover processes
Computing the energy and water balance at the ground surface allows me to determine the
sensible and latent heat fluxes into the atmospheric boundary layer. In my model longwave
radiation is not accounted for because I only simulate atmospheric conditions during the daytime
when net shortwave radiation comprises the majority of the total radiative budget (Oke 2002).
The ground heat flux at all of the sites is assumed equal to 10% of the net radiative budget at the
surface. Then the estimation of the energy balance is determined based on the surface albedo,
incoming solar radiation, and the energy used in evapotranspiration.
Land cover is a dynamic characteristic that can change over days to years, both due to natural
disturbances such as drought and wildfires and human activities, particularly agriculture, logging
and urbanization. Land – atmosphere interactions occur at the leaf level, through transpiration
and material properties that control leaf albedo (the reflectivity coefficient) and the surface
roughness of vegetation. Estimating evaporative fluxes from land surfaces is a difficult task
because direct measurement of ET is limited to eddy covariance methods, which are expensive,
require substantial data processing, and have a footprint of less than 1 km2. I chose the Penman
Monteith equation because it has been found to be the most accurate model of evapotranspiration
in multiple studies (Jensen et al. 1990). The reference Penman Monteith (PM) equation (9)
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estimates ET rates for standard uniform grass cover every 30-minute utilizing measured wind
speeds and modeled water vapor pressure and air temperature (Allen et al. 1998).

𝐸𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 =

𝜌𝑎 𝑐𝑝 𝑉𝑃𝐷
𝑟𝑎
1
∆+ 𝛾(1+
)
𝑔 𝑟𝑎

∆(𝑅−𝐺)+

(8)

The calculation of ET is modified to incorporate stomatal conductance (g) as a function of soil
moisture, coupling the land surface and atmosphere through soil and atmospheric water
availability (Brutsaert 2005). (Additional symbols and input parameterizations in Appendix.)
To simulate different land cover types, I use crop coefficients to adjust the reference ET for
early (0.5) and mid-season tubers (0.9), bare soil (0.2), and coniferous forests (1.1) (Allen et al.
1998). The derived latent heat flux is a function of vapor pressure deficit, creating a feedback
between the boundary layer W and ET. Irrigated conditions are simulated by initializing the soil
moisture at field capacity for the crop land cover and setting all other land classifications to 50%
of field capacity. Different land cover types also have associated reflectivity coefficients, which
can vary widely with wetness, and dictate the amount of solar radiation available for latent and
sensible heating.
Large scale orography on the same order of magnitude as the height of the boundary layer
affects the three-dimensional movement of air over land surfaces. Air movement may be
redirected or blocked at a feature such as a mountain or ridge, but boundary layer heights
generally follow the shape of the underlying land surface (Kalthoff et al. 1998; Kossmann et al.
1998). Air that is forced to ascend a slope gains altitude, where the surrounding air masses are of
lower temperature and pressure, causing the air to expand adiabatically, lowering the air parcel’s
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saturation point and increasing the likelihood of precipitation. This mechanism is well described
by ‘forced upslope ascent’ models (Smith and Barstad 2004; Roe 2005).
My model assumes hydrostatic pressure gradient with elevation and estimates the effect of
topography on the ABL temperature from the adiabatic lapse rate as the ABL has a constant
potential temperature with height. My model does not address the three-dimensional effects of
complex terrain and the Reynolds number of the air flow is assumed extremely large such that
shear forces and dissipation are negligible and can be neglected. My framework lets me examine
if the increased transpiration from upwind vegetation, such as forest cover, creates greater
rainout over complex terrain than non-vegetated landscapes. The effect of increased windward
water availability is well predicted using statically based models, but the complex response of
orographically induced precipitation is difficult to understand without a large network of on-site
rain gauges (Daly et al. 1994).

3.2.4 Model scenarios
The Columbia Basin is a 668,000 km2 region between the Northern Cascade Mountains and
the Rockies. The fertile soil and Columbia River drainages have made this relatively flat basin a
prominent agricultural region for fruit, potatoes, and wheat, with large scale irrigation projects
since the 1950s (Columbia Basin Water Supply Report 2003). Northwesterly and westerly winds
dominant in the summer months, as shown in Figure 5, with airflow over a wide agricultural
valley before reaching the Idaho and the Blue Mountains.
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Figure 5: NCEP map of primary summertime wind direction in the lower Columbia Basin. Study
area is marked by the box.

To investigate the effects of different land cover types on convective rainfall potential, I
compared four cases representative of the area; a 200 km stretch of (1) irrigated sugar beet fields,
(2) bare soil, (3) 60 km of irrigated fields followed by bare soil, and (4) coniferous forest in
loamy soil, while holding the elevation, wind speed, and other parameters constant along a flat
streamline. I adjusted the reference ET with crop coefficients, and altered maximum stomatal
conductance rates between 11 mm/s for agricultural crops, 5.7 mm/s for coniferous forest, and 2
mm/s for bare soil. Initial soil moisture was 0.2 cm3/cm3 for non-irrigated land and field capacity
for irrigated land. Surface albedo was set to 0.26 for irrigated crops (sugar beets) at full ground
cover, 0.17 for bare land, and 0.16 for coniferous forest (Kelliher et al. 1995; Monteith and
Unsworth 2007). These same land cover scenarios were also tested with varying soil moisture
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levels. For idealized orographic effects, I modeled a 2000 m mountain feature with a slope of
0.012 m/m along my streamline trajectory, as well as using a DEM to create an elevation profile
from Hermiston to La Grande to test my model in the region. Initial meteorological conditions
from Hermiston, (45.82111 North, 119.52138 West), with an elevation of 168 m were used from
May through September 2014 (Agrimet 2014).

3.2.5 Assumptions
The main assumptions employed herein are: (1) the air column being tracked experiences
pure advection with the prevailing wind speed and direction, diffusion is neglected, the trajectory
undergoes a simplified straight horizontal path although a tortuous streamline may be more
realistic, (2) the ABL is completely and thoroughly mixed at timescales of the same order of
magnitude as the model step size (Seibert et al. 2000), and (3) I define convective rainfall
initiation by when the top of a fully mixed ABL reaches the lifting condensation level (LCL).
Juang et al. (2007) established this method of estimating the occurrence of convective rainfall
and it has been applied with good results (Mande et al. 2013).

3.3 Numerical program design
I designed my model in the Matlab 2013b programming software. I wrote the code for each
process myself to solve the mass and energy equations at 15 minute time steps which allowed me
to create a numerical approximation for the growth of the ABL and development of atmospheric
conditions for single-day simulations. In some cases these simulations were coupled (Section
4.4) by replicating sunrise and sunset boundary conditions. The equations and details of input
parameters used can be found in the Appendix.
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4. Chapter Four – Model Results and Discussion
4.1 Effects of vegetation and soil moisture on initiation of rainfall
4.1.1 Idealized scenario
My results simulating convective rainfall over a variety of land surfaces support an intuitive
relationship where vegetated landscapes give rise to higher likelihoods of precipitation and
rainfall recycling. Figure 7 presents a set of idealized single-day scenarios showing ABL
dynamics and rainfall generation over four land types. The idealized simulation uses constant
wind speed, clear sky solar radiation, and soil moisture at field capacity for each land type. The
scenarios modeled are 300 kilometer homogeneous transects of crop cover, bare soil, mixed
cover, and coniferous forest on flat terrain. The coniferous forest and irrigated crop cover both
trigger rainfall conditions in the early afternoon, denoted by stars in Figure 6, whereas the mixed
cover and bare soil do not generate convective rainfall.
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Figure 6: The atmospheric boundary layer (ABL, solid lines) and lifting condensation level
(LCL, dashed lines) over 216 km during a one-day idealized scenario with constant wind speed,
clear sky solar radiation, and soil moisture at field capacity for 4 different homogeneous and flat
landscapes: crop, bare soil, mixed crop and bare soil and forest cover. Clear sky solar radiation is
from June 1, for Hermiston, OR. Stars indicate initiation of rainfall conditions due to crossing of
the ABL and LCL. Note rainfall occurs over vegetated surfaces (forest and crop).

I illustrate the atmospheric conditions that arise in streamlines above each land cover type in
Figure 6 to monitor the effects of land – atmosphere interactions during a single day. The solid
lines in Figure 6 plot the daytime growth of the ABL top. They represent the height of a fully
mixed column of air as it is advected at 5 m/s for 250 km along a streamline over each land
surface. The maximum ABL height reached is 1,947 m above land comprised only of bare soil.
The ABL reaches the lowest elevation over forested land, then slightly higher over crop cover
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and mixed cover: 1153 m, 1482 m and 1881 m, respectively. The height of the LCL above each
land surface is also shown in Figure 6 (dashed lines). The LCLs above each land cover type
begin at the same height at 5 AM when the model initializes. The LCLs start at the same height
because the initial surface air temperature and initial mixing ratio are identical for each scenario.
The LCLs grow higher over the course of the day, peaking at 2042 m, 1952 m, 1460 m, and 960
m for the bare soil, mixed land cover, crop land and forest cover, respectively. The LCL above
the forest and crops are lower because the air in the ABL is cooler and moister at the vegetated
canopies.
Convective rainfall conditions occur when thermals from the ground surface reach their
condensation point as they rise to the top of the ABL. The height of condensation is estimated by
the LCL. The location where the ABL top crosses the LCL signals convective rainfall conditions
have occurred. The ABL and LCL cross in the forest scenario at 1:30 PM and over the crop lands
at 5:45 PM. Air that evaporated at the start of the day recycled after traveling only 110 km over
forest cover and 190 km over crop cover. The height of the ABL grows much more over the nonvegetated surfaces, but the LCL is also at a higher altitude over non-vegetated land so convective
rainfall does not initiate. This idealized case demonstrates that rainfall recycling from locally
evaporated moisture is only likely over the fully vegetated landscapes with a shallow ABL and
LCL.

4.1.2 150 simulations of summer days
I then conducted 150 single-day simulations of varying summer conditions to increase the
realism of my model and monitor whether the same vegetation – rainfall recycling relationship
arose. I initialized my Lagrangian streamline in Hermiston, OR, and used measured solar
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radiation, wind speed, initial temperature, and initial mixing ratio from the town’s Agrimet site
(45.82111 North, 119.52138 West) to reset and advect my system daily. I coupled the days by
allowing the soil water content at non-crop cover locations to carry over as memory from the
previous days’ soil moisture balance. For crop cover I assumed the land was irrigated to field
capacity every morning. For non-crop cover I began the summer simulation with soil moisture at
50% of field capacity. I use daily meteorological values, vegetation and soil characteristics from
the lower Columbia Basin to test the likelihood of rainfall recycling in a more realistic
simulation.
The results of the 150 single-day simulations are shown in Figure 7, demonstrating that
coniferous forest cover is coincident with the highest number of days that have rainfall triggering
events. Bare soils are not likely to create rainfall conditions during the summer on any days.
Forested lands gave rise to rainfall potential 81% of the 150 days modeled, then irrigated crop
cover (34%), mixed land cover (9%), and bare soils (0%). The average time of rainfall-triggering
on days where convective conditions occurred was 3:30 PM, 3:30 PM, and 4:30 PM for the
forest cover, crop cover, and mixed crop to bare soil, respectively. The forest and crop cover had
more frequent and similar onset times for rainfall. In contrast, the mixed land cover was less
likely to trigger rainfall and it occurred later in the day. Finally, the bare soil was unlikely to
generate rainfall on any days. Vegetated surfaces are more likely to initiate rainfall when
dynamic meteorological and surface conditions are used.
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Figure 7: Occurrences of rainfall triggering over 150 summer days for 4 different land cover
cases plotted by the hour of day when LCL and ABL crossing first occurs. Peak daily solar
radiation is used to force the model from Hermiston, OR (denoted by X in the figure).

I tested the importance of multi-day rainfall histories by turning off the soil moisture memory
in my model and starting each day at 50% of field capacity for non-irrigated crops. The crop
cover was set to field capacity every day, as previously simulated. The daily likelihood of
rainfall triggering decreased over the forested land cover from 81% to 61%. The initiation of
convection conditions did not change in any of the other cases. The summertime simulation both
with and without soil moisture memory showed similar results to those of my idealized scenario:
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vegetated surfaces experience rainfall triggering and recycling more frequently and earlier in the
day than partly-vegetated or non-vegetated land cover.

4.1.3 Discussion of vegetation and soil moisture effects
My results show that vegetated land surfaces, such as forests and crops, give rise to higher
rates of convective rainfall conditions. My results contribute to existing evidence that forest
cover is important to rainfall recycling (Lee et al. 2012; Spracklen et al. 2012). However,
observations from semiarid regions in Burkina Faso and Niger show that dry and sparsely
vegetated areas enhance rainfall (Westra et al. 2012; Mande et al. 2014). A shallow moist ABL
over vegetation intuitively triggers rainfall conditions. Why do dry bare soils also enhance
rainfall potential? Despite their seemingly negative influences to convective conditions, dry
surfaces can generate rainfall recycling in very deep convective situations.
Rainfall initiation will occur when the ABL grows faster than the LCL so that air from the
surface can mix up to saturation elevations. A deeper boundary layer arises over less vegetated
surfaces and a shallower one occurs over vegetation, as shown in Figure 6. The growth of the
ABL is a function of the surface heat flux, the entrainment flux, the temperature lapse rate and
the ABL’s height (equation 3). The surface heat flux is the dominant control on ABL growth
rates because the entrainment flux is parameterized as a proportion of the larger surface flux. The
FA temperature lapse rate is considered unaffected by surface processes and is static in my
current model set-up. The deepest ABL occurs when the sensible heat flux is maximized and
conversely the shallowest ABL develops when the sensible heat flux is minimized.
The surface heat flux is primarily dependent on the partitioning of available energy between
latent and sensible heat. For example, the ET rate over the bare soil never exceeds 25% of the
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peak ET at the coniferous forest and the sensible heat flux over the bare soil is double the
sensible heat flux of the forest cover. Figure 8 demonstrates that a greater portion of the
incoming solar energy is partitioned to sensible (H) heating over the bare soil than over forest
cover. The greater sensible heating generates more buoyantly rising air to grow the boundary
layer. The albedo of different surfaces can affect energy partitioning, but in this case the albedo
of the bare soil (0.17) and forest cover (0.16) have negligible differences.

Figure 8: Energy partitioning between latent (ET) and sensible (H) heating over bare soil and
forest land. Note the greater sensible heating over bare soils catalyzing higher ABL growth.
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I examined the case of non-vegetated surfaces creating rainfall condition to test the
hypothesis that with sufficient surface energy the ABL can grow high enough to reach
condensation. I tested this case by setting the ET of bare soil to zero and increasing solar
radiation. A deep ABL formed and convective triggering occurred in my idealized model over
the bare soil. Bare soil triggered rainfall events when the ABL top consistently grew above 2200
m in the atmosphere. I also found that moist initial FA atmosphere conditions made deep
convective triggering more likely. Gentine et al. (2012) conducted a slab boundary layer model
to investigate convection and described a ‘wet soil’ and ‘dry soil’ advantage to producing local
rainfall. They noted that hot surface temperatures can produce convective conditions through
deep ABL development and even suggest that global warming may favor these conditions more
readily. Dry or non-vegetated surfaces can trigger rainfall by allowing the formation of a deep
ABL through greater sensible heating.
Is deep convective rainfall occurring over deforested regions of the Amazon? In the Amazon
non-vegetated or deforested landscapes are more likely to experience convective conditions and
local moisture recycling. Studies by Durieux et al. (2003), Webb et al. (2005), and Negri et al.
(2004) observed increased rainfall and cloud conditions above deforested land in patchy
landscapes. Horizontal influences and incomplete mixing likely play an important role in these
patchy systems. When cool moist air from vegetated areas advects over deforested patches it
partially mixes into the warmer air that is buoyantly rising to higher altitudes. The upward
movement of this cool moist air will increase its likelihood of reaching condensation heights that
were not attainable in a shallower ABL.
My results show that vegetated sites in the lower Columbia Basin induce precipitation more
readily during mid-summer months. For example, as shown in Figure 9, the likelihood of rainfall
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potential is greatest in July for both the mixed cover and crop cover. Forested rainfall is frequent
in all months, but declines in August. Seasonality of land-rainfall effects could be a result of the
changing amount of total sunlight as the summer progresses or the different rates of growth and
photosynthesis that crops undergo as they mature.

Figure 9: Number of days during each summer month with rainfall triggering conditions in a
simulation of 150 summer days over flat terrain for each land cover type.

I artificially inhibit crop maturation in my model to test the role that crop growth stage and
sunlight have on the seasonality of rainfall triggering. The likelihood of rainfall with an altered
model where crops are at full photosynthetic capacity during all months increases rainfall in May
and June over the crop cover. However, the rainfall likelihood for the mixed land (which
includes 50% crop cover) remains low until July in this altered model. The disparate response
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between crop and mixed cover suggest that a balance of ET and solar radiation may influence
rainfall triggering. Both variables will be fully explored in the sensitivity analysis conducted in
Section 4.2.
The role of soil moisture and its related control on the evaporative potential of land cover
does not significantly affect rainfall recycling. Konings et al. (2010) found that soil moisture
creates a multi-day positive feedback under wet moist soil conditions, but soil moisture tips the
likelihood of rainfall in only 7% of days. In contrast, my results show that soil moisture was
inconsequential for rainfall generation in most landscapes. I only observed a positive rainfall
feedback in the forested land cover simulation where previously recycled rainfall contributed to
soil moisture. Greater soil moisture allowed higher ET rates on subsequent days over the forested
landscape and increased the likelihood of further rainfall triggering. In my model the effect of
soil moisture storage increased rainfall occurrences by 20% over forest cover. My results over
forested landscapes are similar to findings from (Findell and Eltahir 2003) that saw a 28%
increase in rainfall as a result of greater soil moisture. Konings et al. (2010) did not explicitly
modify vegetation types in their model. It is likely that soil moisture is a driver of rainfall
occurrences only when vegetation with very high evapotranspiration potential exists.

4.2 Orographic effects on rainfall triggering
Orographic features lift air masses and mechanically induce precipitation. They are modeled
here to demonstrate the prominent effects of orography on rainfall recycling as well as to
evaluate whether their amplifying role is different across landscapes. The influx of water vapor
from irrigated crops may not precipitate locally, but orographic features downwind have been
shown to enhance recycling ratios for several regions in the Andes and Asia (van der Ent et al.
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2010). Figure 10 presents my simulation of the effects of complex landscapes on rainfall
triggering. I added a 1450 m elevation gain to the pathway of each land cover scenario and
plotted its resulting effects on the height of the ABL and the LCL.

Figure 10: Atmospheric boundary layer (ABL, solid lines) and lifting condensation level (LCL,
dashed lines) over complex terrain with different landscape types. Streamlines are initiated in
Hermiston on June 1 and move eastward with principal wind vectors towards La Grande.

With orography, all of the test scenarios reach a point of ABL and LCL crossing, and thus
rainfall potential. This is as expected because forcing air to ascend a mountain slope causes
mechanical cooling and reduces the amount of water vapor that can be held by the air (Roe
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2005b). Increases in rainfall events from orography are the largest for bare soil and mixed land
covers because of their low rainfall likelihood over flat terrain. Forcing the model with an
elevation transect starting in Hermiston and gaining approximately 1200 m over the Blue
Mountains increases rainfall conditions from 0% to 77% of summer days for mixed land cover
from 9% to 88% over crop land. These results demonstrate that 1 km high features are able to
induce rainfall in both shallower and deeper convective regimes. Orographic features are
important for rainfall recycling over all land cover types and can induce rainfall recycling of
moisture from both vegetated and non-vegetated upwind land cover, squeezing out any moisture
that may be present in the ABL.
The simple orographic effects modeled above produce an unrealistically high number of
rainfall days, but the static nature of orographic features facilitates comparisons with dynamic
variables in my system. The frequency of monthly precipitation triggering over complex terrain
declines for all land cover types in August, as shown in Figure 11. The declining rainfall
likelihood in August is not caused by crop senescence because the bare soils also experience
considerable declines in August rainfall. The only explanation for August rainfall declines over
bare soils is the decrease in peak solar radiation starting in mid-July.
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Figure 11: Number of days with rainfall triggering conditions during 150 simulated summer days
over complex terrain for each land cover type.

In reality the available surface energy over complex terrain is much more multifaceted than
represented here. Kossmann et al. (1998) have shown that the ABL above complex terrain
follows the ground surface contours, but land surface characteristics are very different at high
elevations. Luce et al. (2013) demonstrated that upper atmosphere wind speeds are important to
modifying rainfall in the Cascades and Rocky Mountains. I did not model greater wind speeds or
the influx of upper troposphere moisture to the ABL at higher elevations. The slope and
orientation towards the sun is also more important for mountain energy balances than for flat
terrain. Orography has an important role in amplifying the likelihood of rainfall recycling,
particularly upwind of less-vegetated and drier land cover, but more realistic modeling is needed
before drawing conclusions.
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4.3 Sensitivity analysis
I conducted a sensitivity test of the full model parameter space to better understand the range
of controls that different surface and free atmosphere variables have on rainfall. This test was
performed by modifying each model variable and observing changes to the hour of rainfall
initiation over 150 summer days. I tested each static system variable (the temperature and mixing
ratio profile in the free atmosphere, the initial start-of-day values for ABL height, W, Tair and
Tdew, the beta constant for parameterizing the entrainment flux, and crop coefficients) and each
continuous variable (wind speed, solar radiation, soil moisture and elevation).
I defined the model response variable as the number of hours which passed each day before
the ABL and LCL cross, if rainfall conditions occurred. The normal response values used were
from my baseline simulation of summer rainfall over a flat landscape, presented in Section 4.1.
Both absolute (Sa) and relative (Sr) sensitivities were calculated using equations 12 and 13.

𝑅 −𝑅𝑛

𝑆𝑎 = |𝑃𝑎

𝑎 −𝑃𝑛 |

𝑆𝑟 =

𝑅𝑎 −𝑅𝑛
𝑅𝑛
𝑃𝑎 −𝑃𝑛
|
|
𝑃𝑛

(9)

(10)

Ra and Rn are model responses for altered and normal, parameters, respectively, and Pa and Pn are
altered and normal input parameters, respectively, modified by +/- 10% in all cases.
A sensitivity analysis indicates the most important drivers of a system. The absolute
sensitivity calculates the absolute impact of a variable on the time of rainfall initiation. Relative
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sensitivities normalize a model’s response and allow comparison between different parameters.
When a variables’ relative sensitivity is greater than unity, a 10% increase (decrease) in the input
variable will causes more than a 10% decrease (increase) in the likelihood of rainfall. I altered all
of my input variables by 10% to try to keep their values within realistic physical bounds. For
example, the altered dewpoint temperatures were 8.5oC and 9.4oC, both found naturally in
Hermiston. In some cases a 20% or larger alteration is reasonable, as in the case of the FA lapse
rates. The model response was already very strong for these parameters at a 10% perturbation
level and so larger parameter alterations were unnecessary.
The most important drivers of my system are variables describing the free atmosphere profile
(mixing ratio intercept and potential temperature intercept and lapse rate) and the initial surface
air temperature. Their importance is indicated by their high relative sensitivities. The relative
sensitivity of each model variable is presented graphically in Figure 12 and their absolute and
relative values are detailed in Table 2. Figure 12 presents the effect of each variable on
increasing (negative Sr) and decreasing (positive Sr) rainfall potential. For example, the FA lapse
rate has a strong non-linear effect on the likelihood of rainfall triggering because decreasing the
lapse rate by 10% (blue bar) is much more likely to trigger rainfall than increasing it by 10% (red
bar). The role of free atmosphere conditions are explored in more detail in Section 4.3.
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Figure 12: Relative sensitivity of time to rainfall potential for each model variable. Red (blue)
bars indicate the model response to a 110% (90%) variable increase (decrease). Variables with a
high relative sensitivities (either positive or negative) control the likelihood of rainfall triggering
the most.
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Table 2: Absolute (Sa) and relative (Sr) sensitivities of precipitation triggering to model
variables. Variables with high absolute relative sensitives (> 0.2) are bolded, indicating they are
main drivers of rainfall. *Variable changes in sub-daily time steps and average normal and
altered values are shown.

Variable

Normal

Altered
+10%

Altered
-10%

Sa
+10%

Sa
-10%

Sr
+10%

Sr
-10%

W intercept [g/kg]
Solar radiation
[W/m2]*
Crop coefficient
Beta parameter
Initial ABL height [m]
Initial dewpoint [C]
Soil moisture
[cm3/cm3]
Wind speed [m/s]*
W lapse rate [g/kg-m]
Elevation [m]
Initial air temp [K]
Ɵ lapse rate [K/m]
Ɵ intercept [K]

5

5.5

4.5

-1.59

0.85

400

450

365

-0.01

0.01

-0.40
-0.18

0.29
0.16

0.95
0.2
50
8.5
0.4

1.1
0.22
55
9.4
0.44

0.86
0.18
45
7.7
0.36

-3.88
-1.92
0.00
-0.02
0.00

2.83
2.15
0.00
0.02
0.00

-0.17
-0.02
-0.01
-0.01
0.00

0.18
0.03
0.01
0.01
0.00

3.1
-0.001
168
296
0.011
290

3.4
-0.0011
185
326
0.012
320

2.8
-0.0009
150
266
0.010
261

0.11
-675
0.00
0.01
440
0.06

-0.15
646
0.00
-0.02
-1452
-0.42

0.02
0.04
0.02
0.22
0.35
1.23

-0.02
-0.04
-0.15
-0.02
-0.77
-6.26

The dominant factors controlling rainfall potential are parameters describing the free
atmosphere, but vegetation type had a dramatic influence on the likelihood of rainfall in my
earlier model simulations. The sensitivity test indicates that the non-FA characteristics which
most effect the likelihood of rainfall triggering are initial surface temperature followed by solar
radiation and crop coefficients. Initial surface temperature is dictated by the radiative nocturnal
cooling, and depends on the longwave emissivities of different surface cover, the cloudiness of
the night sky and the temperature of the sky and ground surface. Solar radiation is an important
function of geographic location and the time-of-year. ET depends on solar radiation and
increases with net radiation, the vapor pressure deficit, wind speed via the aerodynamic
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resistance term, and stomatal conductance. Previous research modeling the growth of the ABL
demonstrates its sensitive and non-linear dependence on surface evaporation (Troen and Mahrt
1986). My sensitivity analysis showed that soil moisture has a smaller role than vegetation in
modifying the likelihood of rainfall, as I previously saw by turning off soil moisture memory in
my model.

4.4 Free atmosphere effects
My sensitivity analysis indicated that FA conditions are critical controls on rainfall
conditions. FA profiles of temperature and mixing ratio change daily, are dependent on wind
direction and are difficult to determine in complex terrain (Minder et al. 2010). A regression
analysis of regional radiosonde data from Spokane, WA, showed mean FA potential temperature
lapse rates ranging from 3.0 oC/km to 11.2 oC/km in May 2014. The variability of free
atmospheric conditions both seasonally and spatially likely exert more control than different land
cover types on rainfall potential.
The idealized shape of the FA energy and water vapor content profiles in my model (depicted
in Figure 3) are the primary controlling factors on the likelihood of rainfall. Several other
modeled land – atmosphere studies also demonstrate that FA conditions are dominant factors for
rainfall triggering (Ek and Holtslag 2004; Konings et al. 2010;). Gentine et al. (2013) model the
effect of a range of FA humidity levels and temperature profiles on the occurrence of moist
convection. They observe an increase in convective clouds below wet and cool FA conditions,
with the role of evaporation becoming important to rainfall only above a Bowen ratios of 0.5
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(Gentine et al. 2013). FA conditions are dynamic both temporally and spatially, greatly
influencing the likelihood of rainfall recycling.
Free atmosphere conditions do not change as quickly as the ABL, but are far from static near
the land surface. FA profiles of temperature and mixing ratio evolve at both daily and seasonal
timescales (Blandford et al. 2008). I designed a simple ABL-FA coupled model to explore the
potential role of land surfaces in modulating FA conditions and rainfall over multiple days. A
coupled model may help to explain the transport of evaporated moisture over continental
recycling scales as observed by Spracklen et al. (2012).
What happens to water vapor that has evapotranspired from irrigated fields and forest cover
but is not recycled? The fate of water vapor in the ABL at the end of the day is difficult to
determine because the ABL stops mixing and a nocturnal boundary layer begins to develop. The
stable nocturnal boundary layer grows from radiative cooling of the earth’s surface. Turbulence
is sporadic at night and mixing is minimal relative to daytime conditions (Garratt and Segal
1988; Ha and Mahrt 2003). The water vapor from the previous day’s evaporation comprises a
residual layer in the lower portion of atmospheric profile. The residual layer and the water vapor
within it is the first portion of the atmosphere that is entrained on the subsequent day as the ABL
grows.
I coupled the evening ABL profile with the FA profile to model the number of days required
to reach saturation and convective rainfall conditions over different surface types. I assume that
the mixing ratio profile from the end of the previous day remains unchanged through the course
of the evening because mixing is minimal and stability does not induce vertical movement of the
air. The profile of W in the ABL at 9 PM is used as the FA conditions above the ABL on the
following day. A multi-day cycle of rainfall recycling is shown in Figure 13. I began the 45 day
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simulation with very dry FA and surface conditions using Wint of 2 g/kg. A steady state of
rainfall recycling appears by coupling the ABL and FA profiles.

Figure 13: Cycle of rainfall recycling over 45 days for 4 different land cover cases with an
idealized ABL and FA coupled model. The residual layer from the previous day is maintained as
the FA profile the following morning. Note the short time and distance scales of recycling over
vegetated surfaces.

The cyclic pattern of rainfall recycling with a coupled ABL and residual FA conditions is
occurs for all land cover types. The frequency of rainfall recycling is highest over forests,
occurring every other day. A 3-day, 8-day and 12-day cycle arises for irrigated crops, mixed land
cover and bare soils, respectively. I can estimate the length scales of the recycling cycles
assuming nocturnal wind speeds are equivalent to daytime conditions (5 m/s). Water vapor from
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forests and irrigated crops travel about 900 to 1300 km before recycling whereas moisture from
mixed landscapes and bare soils cover twice that distance.
My simple coupled model suggests that residual ABL moisture can play a significant role in
the likelihood of rainfall recycling because crop, mixed and bare soil surfaces experience a
greater frequency of rainfall events when the ABL and FA are coupled. The increased frequency
of rainfall recycling demonstrates that the inclusion of effects from land surface processes on the
evolution of FA conditions is critical to understanding rainfall recycling at scales greater that one
day and 500 km.

4.5 Discussion of model limitations
To analyze my assumption of a thoroughly mixed ABL, I briefly reflect on the work of
Tawfik and Dirmeyer (2014). They estimated the necessary amount of surface heating required
to induce precipitation using observed atmospheric profiles in which temperature and humidity
varied with height. They used measured atmospheric profiles to avoid the assumption of a wellmixed atmosphere. Their work demonstrated that moist convection due to land surface properties
is likely when the buoyant convection level is low. Their results are in agreement with my
findings that lower LCL heights that occur with cool moist air are coincident with forests and
crops and increase the likelihood of rainfall triggering.
The simplicity of my model prevents distinguishing the change in flow types and turbulent
mixing caused by different vegetation roughness heights. Air flow modification is likely an
important factor differentiating ABL structure in tall forest cover with that of flat soil surfaces.
The effect of land surface edges on the ABL is not large when the ABL is fully developed in
unstable clear sky conditions (Mahrt 2000). My results are not likely to have changed from
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neglecting differences in surface roughness because rainfall initiation occurred after mid-day in
most cases, when the ABL is much higher than vegetation roughness lengths.

5. Chapter Five – Observations from the lower Columbia Basin
5.1 The lower Columbia Basin
I performed an analysis of historical precipitation observations in the Columbia Basin area to
examine the impacts of regional irrigation and land cover changes on regional precipitation over
the 20th century. My model results provide evidence that increased rainfall occurs over irrigated
cropland in comparison to bare soils. I hypothesized that local and downwind rainfall increases
would be seen during the second half of the century in the lower Columbia Basin as a result of
changes in land use that favor precipitation recycling. The basin was historically open grasses
and rangeland at the start of the century and turned into irrigated agriculture in the 1950s
facilitated by the construction of several federally funded dam projects. Over 2700 km2 of former
rangeland and unoccupied land are used for irrigated agriculture today. The largest expansion in
irrigated area took place from 1960 to 1980 (Simonds 1998). I collected rainfall data from the
agricultural region and surrounding areas to examine changes in rainfall trends over time that
could be a result of the massive change in land-use.
I used data from the US Historical Climate Network to analyze rainfall records from 601
weather stations in the lower Columbia Basin (Figure 14). The region where irrigated agriculture
exists is marked in Figure 14 by the middle inset labeled ‘Columbia Basin.’ The downwind Blue
Mountains area and upwind Washington Cascades were also investigated for non-stationarities in
20th century rainfall trends. I analyzed only time series from June, July, and August to eliminate
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the likelihood of high elevation snowfall events obscuring the regionally averaged rainfall
records. Snowfall in the region was minimal during the summer months from 1895 to 2014. In
July snow contributed to precipitation during 11 years on record and in August only for 4 years,
averaging less than 2 cm total in months when snow events did occur. Snowfall in June was
more frequent, but I assumed that the mean monthly snowfall of 4.6 mm during years with snow
events was negligible to overall precipitation trends.

Figure 14: Map of USHCN stations used for historic observational analysis.

I observed times series of rainfall trends throughout the lower Columbia Basin to explore
inhomogeneities between 1895 and 2014. I did this because my model suggests that increased
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rainfall frequency would result from the large-scale land-use changes that began in the 1950s
when irrigated agriculture was introduced to the region. The region includes forested
mountainous terrain, rangeland, and the central valley agricultural fields where land-use change
has been significant (CBP 2003). Average monthly rainfall in June, July, and August are
presented for the entire region in Figure 15, smoothed using a 5-year moving average. July and
August rainfall totals are qualitatively increasing in the second half of the 20th century although
land-surface effects are not necessarily the driver of these rainfall changes.

Figure 15: Moving average of mean monthly rainfall [cm] for June, July, and August over the
lower Columbia Basin region.
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My modeling results demonstrate that rainfall recycling due to the presence of irrigated crops
is greatest in the summer season, particularly July, when plants maximize growth and ET. Figure
15 qualitatively shows that the entire region experiences an increasing rainfall trend for all
summer months. The observed long-term increases in rainfall, particularly in July and August,
may be influenced by the positive feedback of irrigated crops on rainfall as agriculture expands.
Detecting the role of land cover change separately from potential climactic changes is difficult
amid the stochastic and non-stationary regional trends. A more detailed analysis of local rainfall
trends for different areas of the lower Columbia Basin will attempt to distinguish the role of
irrigated crops on rainfall recycling.
I used a Mann-Kendall (1945) statistical test to discern the significance of long term (18952014), early century (1895-1959) and late century (1960-2014) rainfall trends for the entire
region and two smaller local areas, valley agricultural lands and the forested Blue Mountains.
The Mann-Kendall test employs the null hypothesis of no underlying trend in a time series.
When this hypothesis is rejected, the presence of an increasing or decreasing trend may exist.
Rainfall in the lower Columbia Basin has significant increasing trends over the entire 20th
century for all summer months, as shown in Table 3. I divided the data between the early (pre1960) and late (post-1960), periods to compare rainfall trends before and after the expansion of
large-scale irrigation.

Table 3: Results of the Mann-Kendall statistical analysis of rainfall trends in June, July, and
August for 1895-2014, and the first half and second half of the record.
MONTH

1895-2014

p-value
(α= 0.05)

1895-1959

p-value
(α= 0.05)

1960 - 2014

p-value
(α= 0.05)
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June

H =1 **, trend
exists

p = 2.66 e-05

H =1 **, trend
exists

p = 0.0178

H =1 **, trend
exists

p = 3.55 e-04

July

H =1 **, trend
exists

p = 2.99 e-04

H=0

p = 0.411

H =1 **, trend
exists

p = 0.0153

August

H =1 **, trend
exists

p = 2.72 e-05

H=0

p = 0.530

H=0

p = 0.201

The construction of the Columbia Basin Irrigation Project led to regional interest in
commercial agriculture from the mid-1950s and the expansion of irrigated acreage increased
throughout the 60s, 70s, and 80s (CBP Report, 2003). The scale and amount of water involved in
this mid-century land use change would suggest a higher mean rainfall or increasing rainfall
might be observed in the second half of the century. My Mann-Kendall test results show that
rainfall is significantly increasing over the basin in all summer months from 1895 to 2014. In the
first half of the century there are not significant increases during July or August, and after 1960
there are not significant increases in August rainfall (Table 3). July rainfall has significant
positive rainfall during the second half of the 20th century, a time when expanding crop cover
would produce such a signal in rainfall trends. However, land cover changes cannot explain early
century June rainfall increases or the lack of significant changes in August rainfall. I conducted
an analysis of rainfall over smaller geographic areas to understand if regional trends are
maintained.
I compared the trends in the sub-regions with the entire lower basin rainfall trends to identify
any areas where rainfall changes diverge from the large scale rainfall trends. I focused on two
sub-regions: stations located in the central valley area of the lower Columbia Basin where
agricultural land cover change occurred and the southeastern Blue Mountains which are
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downwind of the agricultural area in the summer months. The results of the Mann-Kendall test
for these sub-regions is detailed in Table 4. Over the last century, there are significant increasing
trends in rainfall only over the Blue Mountains in July.

Table 4: Results of the Mann-Kendall statistical test of rainfall trends for the agricultural subregion and Blue Mountains sub-region. Trend absence (null, H=0) at a 95% significance level is
tested.
REGION &
MONTH
Agricultural
valley
JUNE
Agricultural
valley
JULY
Agricultural
valley
AUG
Blue
mountains
JUNE
Blue
mountains
JULY
Blue
mountains
AUG

1895-2014

p-value
(α= 0.05)

1895-1959

p-value
(α= 0.05)

1960 - 2014

p-value
(α= 0.05)

H=0

p = 0.316

H=0

p = 0.151

H=0

p = 0.155

H=0

p = 0.0887

H=0

p = 0.925

H=0

p = 0.514

H=0

p = 0.290

H=0

p = 0.935

H=0

p = 0.437

H=0

p = 0.106

H=0

p = 0.325

H =1 **, trend
exists

p = 0.0284

H =1 **, trend
exists

p = 0.0452

H=0

p = 0.412

H=0

p = 0.596

H=0

p = 0.362

H=0

p = 0.175

H=0

p = 0.342

The first half of the century has no long-term rainfall trends in the agricultural valley or Blue
Mountain sub-regions. In the second half of the century, significantly increasing rainfall is seen
over the Blue Mountains in July. There are no discernable trends in the agricultural region in
either the first or second half of the century. Compared to the region-wide rainfall trends, the
agricultural valley and Blue Mountains do not have significant increases to rainfall during
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periods where regional rainfall is not also increasing. The total number of records for each year
is limited and sub-regional trends are likely to be similar to regional trends because I did not
have sufficient data from areas unaffected by land-use change for comparison.
I evaluated the change in mean rainfall over the sub-regions and selection weather stations to
discern if abrupt shifts in monthly rainfall occurred during the 20th century. DeAngelis et al.
(2010) used a Student’s t-test to identify shifts in mean rainfall caused by irrigation in the Great
Plains. Student’s t-tests allow comparison of two samples of data to determine if the data are
significantly different from one another. I analyzed monthly rainfall time series by dividing the
time series into two samples and testing whether each sample had a different mean rainfall. I
repeated this procedure 17 times by dividing my time series into two samples using every 5 years
from 1915 to 2000 as a breakpoint. I tested the null hypothesis that these time series have the
same mean. In no case could I reject the null hypothesis, meaning that the early and late century
time series in each sub-region do not have statistically different means.
I found six weather stations with rainfall records that spanned both halves of the 20th century
and were located close to our sub-regions of interest for further analysis of the effects of the local
land cover. One station was upwind (west) of the irrigated area, one northeast of the irrigated
region, three were at the foothills of the Blue Mountains, and one lay directly east and downwind
of the agricultural center (see Section 3.2, Figure 5 for wind vectors in the region). I applied the
same Mann-Kendall method and Student’s t-test to the time series from these six sites. The
results of these tests are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5: T-test and Mann-Kendall trend analysis of rainfall records from six selected weather
stations in the lower Columbia Basin. **Indicates significant trends from Mann-Kendall
statistical test.
Location
47.66,
-118.16
NE of
crops
47.3,
-117.98
Central
downwind
47.65,
-120.08
Central
upwind
46.03,
-118.33
N. Blue
Mtns
45.72,
-118.626
Central
Blue Mtns
45.70,
-118.855
West Blue
Mtns

Elevation
[m]
722.1

600.5

June
trends

July
trends

August
trends

+

+

-

-

+ **

+

812

+

-

+

289.3

-

+ **

+

June
t-test results

452.9

-

-

-

+

+

+

August
t-test results

1965 (0.033)
1970 (0.012)

1975 (0.033)

1945 (0.049)
1955 (0.045)

1960 (0.012)
453.2

July
t-test results

1955 (0.038)
1960 (0.014)
1965 (0.015)
1980 (0.020)

1945 (0.023)
1950 (0.007)
1955 (0.002)
1960 (0.020)

Significantly increasing rainfall trends were observed in July at two locations downwind of
the irrigated crop area. The site directly east and downwind of the crop land and the
northernmost site downwind at the Blue Mountains had positively increasing July rainfall during
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the 20th century. All four downwind sites also had significantly greater mean rainfall in the latter
half of the century. Mean rainfall changes were detected between 1945 and 1970 for all of the
downwind sites. Four sites are not field significant, meaning apparent shifts in rainfall for these
areas may be spurious because the sample size is too sample. Exhaustive testing of the variance
in rainfall intensity, event frequency, and rainfall anomalies are also necessary to evaluate each
time series in more detail. Shifts towards increased rainfall are observed at several sites
corresponding with the time period when greater land-use changed to agriculture. However,
these results are not statistically significant. More compelling evidence requires data records
starting in the early half of the century for adjacent areas with differing land-use regimes to
examine the effect of these land cover histories under the same meso-scale climate conditions.
Are rainfall increases in the agricultural valley a reflection of historic land cover change?
It is unclear with this statistical examination of rainfall trends in the region. The increasing trends
in the second half of the century and the shift in mean rainfall downwind of the irrigated area
may be a reflection of greater land-use area that favors rainfall. To separate the changes in
rainfall at each location from synoptic climate changes would require longer records of rainfall at
a greater density which are unavailable for the region. I believe analyzing the daily rainfall
frequency and remotely sensed cloud cover data for this region are feasible methods that would
allow a better understanding of the spatial effects of land cover for the region further.
Additionally, a comparison of historic daily wind direction and their associated rainfall
likelihood may clarify if upwind vegetation is increasing rainfall recycling in the lower
Columbia Basin.
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6. Chapter Six – Conclusion
I conducted investigations of moisture recycling in the Pacific Northwest to advance our
knowledge of the underlying physical processes at the land surface that affect atmospheric
conditions and the control they exert on precipitation. I employed a simple model in a
Lagrangian framework to describe the growth of the atmospheric boundary layer and the effect
of evapotranspiration, albedo, soil moisture and topography on the atmosphere along a
streamline. I monitored the change in atmospheric conditions to identify when convective
precipitation was triggered. I found that the land surface does affect the temporal and spatial
scales of recycling. Vegetated landscapes are more likely to produce downwind rainfall during
summer months in the lower Columbia Basin.
My results indicate that surface vegetation type is an important land characteristic affecting
the likelihood of rainfall triggering through its role modulating energy partitioning and
evaporative demand. Extensive forest cover is more likely to generate rainfall recycling at local
scales of one day and less than 500 km when free atmosphere conditions are favorable. When
extremely dry free atmosphere conditions exist, evaporated moisture lasts between 2 and 12 days
and from 500 km to over 5100 km in the atmosphere before recycling occurs. This simple model
is useful for identifying the time of year that land surface effects are the most important to local
vs. long-range rainfall recycling. The simplicity of the model make it easily applicable to a wide
number of locations and land surface types.
This research focused on generalized differences between homogeneous vegetated and nonvegetated landscape types. Overall, these results indicate that greater evaporative fluxes into the
atmosphere promote local recycling or decrease recycling length. Bare soil landscapes are
conducive to rainfall only at multi-day and >1000 km scales. However, fine scale complexity in
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each region contributes to microclimatic affects. For example, alpine ecosystems include both
woody forests and open meadows, and bare soils as a result of human induced clear-cutting. The
heterogeneous land character across many landscapes is likely to affect ABL growth.
Further study into the effects patchy landscapes on the ABL and rainfall occurrence would
help to understand the interaction of land cover and rainfall recycling. Does land scape
heterogeneity erase the effects of vegetation on atmospheric conditions? What is the size of a
forest patch necessary to initiate rainfall triggering in a dry landscape? My work does not
explicitly treat edge relationships between land surface types, but these questions would be an
interesting application of my physically based model. Development of the interactions at surface
edges on regional scale convective processes would be a necessary next step to explore the role
of more realistic landscape heterogeneity on rainfall recycling.
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7. Appendices
Appendix A: Equations

Energy balance equation (Oke 2002):

𝜕𝑄

( 𝜕𝑡 ) = 𝐿𝑛 + 𝑆𝑛 + 𝐿𝐸 + 𝐻 + 𝐺

(1)

Net radiative budget, shortwave radiation, and longwave radiation equations:

𝑅𝑛 = 𝐿𝑛 + 𝑆𝑛

(A.1)

𝑆𝑛 = 𝑆𝑖 (1 − α)

(2)

𝐿𝑛 = εa σ𝑇𝑎4 − εs σ𝑇𝑠4

(3)

Water balance equation:

𝑃 = 𝐸𝑇 + 𝑅𝑠 + 𝑅𝑔 + ∆𝑆

(4)

Conservation of mass and energy equations for potential temperature and water vapor mixing
ratio in the single layer ABL:

𝑧𝐴𝐵𝐿

𝑑𝜃𝑎𝑏𝑙
𝑑𝑡

𝐻

= 𝜌𝑐 + (𝜃𝐹𝐴 − 𝜃𝑎𝑏𝑙 ) ∗
𝑝

𝑑𝑧𝐴𝐵𝐿
𝑑𝑡

(A.2)
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𝑧𝐴𝐵𝐿

𝑑𝑊
𝑑𝑡

=

𝐸𝑇
𝜌𝜆

+ (𝑊𝐹𝐴 − 𝑊) ∗

𝑑𝑧𝐴𝐵𝐿
𝑑𝑡

(A.3)

Lagrangian transformation of the mixing ratio over a streamline:

𝑑𝑊
𝑑𝑡

⃑ 𝑑𝑊
=𝑈
𝑑𝑥

(A.4)

Penman Monteith Reference Evapotranspiration and aerodynamic resistance equation (Allen et
al. 1998):

𝐸𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓 =

𝑟𝑎 =

𝜌𝑎 𝑐𝑝 𝑉𝑃𝐷
𝑟𝑎
1
∆+ 𝛾(1+
)
𝑔 𝑟𝑎

∆(𝑅𝑛 −𝐺)+

(8)

𝑧 −𝑑
𝑧 −𝑑
ln( 𝑚 ) ln( ℎ )
𝑧𝑜𝑚

𝑧𝑜ℎ

𝑘 2 𝑈𝑧

(A.5)

Stomatal conductance equation (Leuning et al. 2008):

1

𝑔𝑠 = 𝑟

𝑠

1 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝜃 ≥ 0.5 𝑆𝑓𝑐
= 𝑔𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∗ 𝑓(𝑆) 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑓(𝑆) = {𝑓(𝑆)𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑡 < 𝑆 < 0.5 𝑆𝑓𝑐
0 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑡 > 𝜃

(A.6)
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Soil moisture leaky bucket model:

𝑑𝑆
𝑑𝑡

=

𝑃(𝑡)−𝐸𝑇(𝑡,𝑥)−𝑅𝑢−𝐷(𝑥)
𝑧𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑠 𝑛

𝐷(𝑥) = −𝐾(ℎ)

(A.7)

(A.8)

Empirical equation to estimate hydraulic conductivity (Clapp and Hornberger 1978):

2𝑏+3

𝑆

𝐾(ℎ) = 𝐾𝑠𝑎𝑡 (𝑆 )
𝑠𝑎𝑡

(A.9)

Growth of the ABL (Tennekes 1973):

𝑑𝑧𝑎𝑏𝑙
𝑑𝑡

=

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
′ 𝑇 ′ −𝑤
′𝑇′
𝑤
𝑠
𝑧𝑖
𝛾𝑧𝑎𝑏𝑙

′ 𝑇 ′ = −𝛽𝑤
′𝑇′
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑤
𝑧𝑖
𝑠

(5)

(6)
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Height of the ABL:

𝑧𝑎𝑏𝑙,𝑖 = 𝑧𝑜 +

𝑑𝑧𝑎𝑏𝑙
𝑑𝑡

𝑡

∆𝑡 = 𝑧𝑜 + ∫𝑡 𝑖 (
𝑖−1

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
′𝑇′
𝑤 ′ 𝑇𝑠′ −𝑤
𝑧𝑖
𝛾𝑧𝑎𝑏𝑙,𝑖−1

) 𝑑𝑡

(7)

The lifting condensation level temperature, pressure, and height (Stull 1988):

𝑇𝑙𝑐𝑙 =

2840
3.5 ln(𝑇𝑎 )−ln(

𝐻𝑙𝑐𝑙 =

𝑅 𝑇𝑎
𝑀𝑎 𝑔

𝑃𝑠 𝑟
)−7.108
0.622+𝑟

log(

𝑃𝑠
𝑃𝑙𝑐𝑙

)

+ 55

(A.10)

(A.11)

𝑐𝑝

𝑃𝑙𝑐𝑙 =

^( )
𝑇
𝑅
𝑃𝑠 ( 𝑙𝑐𝑙 ) 𝑑
𝑇𝑎

(A.12)
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Appendix B: Parameters utilized for model inputs

Table 6: List of input parameters utilized for model simulations.
PARAMETER
Albedo
Irrigated crops (sugar beets) at full
ground cover
Bare soil
Coniferous forest
Crop coefficients
Early season tubers
Mid-season tubers
Bare soil
Coniferous forests
Maximum stomatal conductance
Agricultural crops
Bare soil
Woody conifer forest
Soil characteristics
Initial soil moisture
Soil type
Soil porosity
Saturated hydraulic conductivity
Atmospheric characteristics
FA temperature lapse rate
FA intercept
FA mixing ratio lapse rate
FA intercept
ABL height at daybreak
Beta parameter; 𝜷
Ground heat flux

VALUE

REFERENCE

0.26

Monteith and Unsworth 2007

0.17
0.16

Monteith and Unsworth 2007
Monteith and Unsworth 2007

0.5
0.9
0.2
1.1

Allen et al. 1998
Allen et al. 1998
Allen et al. 1998
Allen et al. 1998

11.0 mm/s
2.0 mm/s
5.7 mm/s

Kelliher et al. 1995
Kelliher et al. 1995
Kelliher et al. 1995

0.2 – 0.4 cm3/cm3
silt loam
0.485
7.2 x 10-6 m/s

N/A
N/A
Clapp and Hornberger 1978
Clapp and Hornberger 1978

9.8 x 10-3 K/m
290 K
1.0 x 10-3 g/kg-m
4 g/kg
50 m
0.3
(0.10)*Rn

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
Tennekes 1973
N/A
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Appendix C: Acronyms, abbreviations and symbols
Atmospheric boundary layer
Reflectivity coefficient or albedo
Beta parameter

ABL
α
β

Specific heat of dry air

𝑐𝑝

Zero plane displacement height [m]

𝑑

Underground drainage

𝐷

Evapotranspiration
Reference evapotranspiration

ET
𝐸𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑓

Ground flux

G

Stomatal conductance

𝑔𝑠

Maximum stomatal conductance
Sensible heat
Height of the LCL
von Karman's constant, 0.41 [-],
Crop coefficients
Hydraulic conductivity, saturated hydraulic conductivity
Lifting condensation level
Latent heat
Net, incoming longwave radiation [W/m2]
Molecular weight of air
Porosity

𝑔𝑠𝑚𝑎𝑥

H
𝐻𝑙𝑐𝑙
𝑘

Kc
K, Ks

LCL
LE
𝐿𝑛 , 𝐿𝑖
𝑀𝑎
𝑛

Precipitation

P

Density of air

𝜌𝑎

Surface pressure, pressure at the LCL

𝑃𝑠 , 𝑃𝑙𝑐𝑙

Aerodynamic resistance [s m-1]

𝑟𝑎

Surface resistance

𝑟𝑠

Dry air constant

𝑅𝑑

Surface runoff

𝑅𝑢

Net radiation [W/m2]

𝑅𝑛

Absolute sensitivity

Sa
Sr

Relative sensitivity
Net, incoming shortwave radiation [W/m2]
Volumetric soil moisture [cm3/cm3]
Volumetric soil moisture at field capacity
Volumetric soil moisture at the wilting point
Change in soil moisture storage
Surface air temperature, LCL air temperature
Wind speed [m/s]
Wind speed at height z [m s-1]
Vapor pressure deficit
Mixing ratio

𝑆𝑛 , 𝑆𝑖
𝑆
𝑆𝑓𝑐
𝑆𝑤𝑖𝑙𝑡
∆𝑆
𝑇𝑎 , 𝑇𝑙𝑐𝑙

𝑈
𝑈𝑧
𝑉𝑃𝐷
𝑊
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Mixing ratio of the free atmosphere

𝑊𝐹𝐴

Sensible heat flux directly above the ground surface

𝑤 ′ 𝑇𝑠′

Entrainment flux at the top of the boundary layer

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑤 ′ 𝑇𝑧𝑖′

Height of the ABL, initial ABL height [m]

𝑧𝐴𝐵𝐿 , 𝑧𝑜

Height of wind measurements [m]

𝑧𝑚

Roughness length governing momentum transfer [m]

𝑧𝑜𝑚

Height of humidity measurements [m]

𝑧ℎ

Roughness length governing transfer of heat and vapour [m]

𝑧𝑜ℎ

Rooting depth
Psychometric constant

𝑧𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑡𝑠
𝛾𝑝

Temperature lapse rate

𝛾

Slope of the saturation vapor pressure temperature relationship

∆

Latent heat of vaporization

𝜆

Potential temperature of the ABL

𝜃𝑎𝑏𝑙

Potential temperature of the free atmosphere

𝜃𝐹𝐴

